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The main objectives of this study are to document
 

lending costs of the Jamaica Development Bank's Self-


Supportiig Farhers' Development Program (SSFDP), to assess
 

the financial viability of the program, and to investigate
 

credit rationing behavior of the SSDP in the .ace of 

interest rate controls in an inflationary environment. 

The data used in this study were obtained from the 

SSPDP. I spent a total of nine months (July 1980-March 1981) 

inside the Jamaica Development Bank collecting data. The 

p-incipal sourcos are audited and unaudited financial 

stat<o'mts ; montly expenditure statements, including indi-

v.LiuaL employf salary expense accounts; loan account files; 

.ridn othur: cucorris, documents and files of the bank. 

A major parL of the objectives were met by descriptive
 

or tabu].r analysis. In addition, a cost function was
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estimated using a Cobb-Douglas type regression model 

employing the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation 

technique. 

The results of the study showed the SSFDP experienced 

high lending costs that increased substantially from 1974 to 

1980. The total cost of lending ranged from about 23 per

cent of loans outstanding to almost 49 percent for a period 

average of 26 to 35 percent.
 

The high cost of 
lending, coupled with administered low
 

interest rates and high levels of inflation, have compro

mised the financial viability and growth potential of 
the
 

SSFDP.
 

It was hypothesized that high costs of lending and 

interest rate ceilings, would force the SSFDP to alter the
 

growth and composition of its port.:olio so as to minimize 

its losses and contain the rate of increases of subsidies 

needed to function, actually reduce them. Theor findings 

of this study show that this was not the case. It is 

concluded that either through choice or through political 

pressure from the government (and possibly the Inter-

American Development Bank--the SSI"DP's extecnal source of 

funds) or some combination of all, there was not a concerted 

or consistent effort on uhe part of the SSFI)P to ration 

credit by non-price means in an attempt to reduce the risks 

and costs in its portfolio. 
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PREFACE
 

Many low income countries have formed rural development
 

banks and related agricultural credit programs during the
 

past three decades. These credit programs were expected to
 

accelerate increases in agricultural output and incomes,
 

reduce reliance on importation of food and improve welfare
 

of rural dwellers by hastening development.
 

Many of these programs have followed a similar pattern.
 

That is, sooner or later, they begin to face massive repay

ment problems, which coupled with high operating expenses
 

make them flounder. Policymakers in these countries usually
 

force these institutions to charge fixed and low interest
 

rates on their loans, compromising the ability of the insti

tutions to earn adequate revenues 
to cover their lending
 

costs. The result has been that the initially large port

folios of these procrams begin to decline or stagnate and
 

the programs eventually implode. This usually leads to
 

declines in the quantity and quality of the loan services
 

of the credit institutions and thereby undermines their
 

original objectives.
 

When this happens, scapegoats are usually sought to be
 

blamed for the programs' demise; managers are either fired
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or the programs themselves are transferred to other viable 

financial institutions. Yet another common practice is to 

legally dissolve the institution and initiate another one 

with a difterent name and/or staff. 

The supervised agricultural cre(dit program of this 

study--the Jamaica Development Bank's (JDB) Self-Supporl.ing 

Farmers Development Progran (SSL,'DP)---has followed a similar 

pattern. Thc- parent institution, JD13, was dissolved in June 

of .1981 (after the data for this study was collected] by the 

government of Jamaica. Two new institutions were created in 

its place, a National Development Bank to cater to industry 

and tourism, and an Agricultural Credit Bank Ltd. (ACB 

Ltd. ) . The ACB Ltd. has taken over the assets of the SSFDP. 

it. is expected that all agricultu-al credit programs in 

Jamaica will, in the future, be brought under the direction 

and control of the ACB Ltd. as a result of a policy to 

"rationalize" agricultural credit in the island. 

It is pert.inent, therefore, for the reader to keep in 

mind that, even th1ough, the institution studied is referred 

to as the JI)3's SSFDP (or SP'*Dr. for short) it is now part of 

the ACB Ltd. For tLhe ACBi Ltd. to do a better: job in 

achieving the o j]t.tves of tii:i n(w r:ationaLize agri

cultural cred it ;r liverCy syst1m, it must he cognizant of the 

importance of tight f:inancial management and financial 

viability. This will requi-e some degree of autonomy with 

which will come accountability on the part of the managers 
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of the program. Critical to this goal of viability is
 

interest rate reforms. No matter how good or efficient a
 

manager is, he cannot run a viable institution when his
 

revenues are consistently less than his costs.
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CHAPTER 'I
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Many low income countries (LICs) have rapidly expanded
 

financial services in rural 
areas during the past three
 

decades. 
 This expansion in rural financial markets (RFMs)
 

has been spurred through projects funded by the World Bank,
 

regional development banks such as the Inter-.American
 

Development Bank (IDB), and 
the Agency for International
 

Development (AID) [i I.i/ 
 These projects have included
 

substantial increases 
in the number of institutions pro

v Lng formal loans, as well as increases in amounts lent 

tor agricultural credit [1,31. 

Academics and policymakers have recently evaluated
 

many of these projects and 
also assessed the performance 

of some rural financial markets. As part of this effort, 

resea-chers fromn Ohio StateThe University and the
 

University of 
the West indies - Mona, under the sponsorship
 

of the Rural Developmcn, Office of 
the AID Mission in
 

Jamaica, and of 
the Rural Development and Development
 

Administration Office of 
the Development Support Bureau in
 

1/ Refers tc citations in the bibliography.
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AID Washington, completed a report on the state of rural
 

financial markets in Jamaica. 
 This report, titled: "Rural
 

Financial Markets in Jamaica: 
 Analyses of Performance,
 

Problems and Recommendations," reviewed 
the size, structuce
 

and recent performance of RFMs in Jamaica [31].
 

Two othec studies were recently done on RFMs in
 

Jamaica. The first, a field survey conducted during the
 

last half of 1979 produced an interim report, titled:
 

"Farm-Household Credit Behavior: A Case Study of the
 

Jamaican Experience," which analyzed farm level 
credit,
 

savings and rural off-farm employment [33]. A second study
 

by Begashaw dealt with the 
farm level impact of the
 

SeJ.t.-Supporting Farmers' Development Program (SSFDP) [17,
 

The first study found that the SSFDP performed better than 

other public sector agricultural credit institutions and
 

programs in Jamaica [31].
 

Following these studies, was
it felt that additional
 

work was needed on formal agricultural lending costs and the
 

borrowing costs of 
farmers. While a considerable amount of 

information has been gathered by the previous studies, none
 

directly addressed the important question of lending costs
 

and the viabiLity of financial institutions. Begashaw
 

raised the question of Lender viability and pointed our that 

only "research which quantifies the costs associated with 

fi.nancial and extension services" can definitely answer the
 

lender viability question [171. -'The Farm-Household Credit 
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Behavior" study after presenting arguments for the need to
 

study lender and borrower costs concluded that "in the end,
 

both studies would add considerably to our knowledge of the
 

nature and functioning of rural financial markets in
 

Jamaica" [311 . 

The purpose of this research is to document lending 

costs using data from the Jamaica Development Bank's 

Self-Supporting P.armers LDvelopment Program and assess 
the 

financial viability of the propx-:'r. An attempt will also be 

made to assess the role these costs play in the behavior of 

the 	bank., particularly in its credit rationing. Lending
 

c;sts arte those direct costs incurred by credit agencies in 

r ;L~tng, monitoring and recovering loans. These may 

.nclude costs involved in loan supervision or uxtension of 

technical information to farmers by the lending institution. 

Objectives of the Study
 

The 	 main ohjectives of the study are: 

I. 	 to id(entify and measure the main components of the 

costs of Lending to farmers, 

2. 	to evaluate the facto:cs influencing these costs, 

3. 	 to assess the influence of the structure and level 

of lending costs on the financial viability of tbe 

credit agency, 

4. 	 to asse:ss the adequacy of internal information 

flows for thu effective :°:ontrol and management of 
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lending costs,
 

5. 	to investigate the existence of credit rationing,
 

and
 

6. 	to estimate a cost function for institutional
 

lending to agriculture.
 

Justification
 

The role of finance and financial deepening in economic
 

growth and development is now well documented in the litera

ture. The works of Shaw [93] and McKinnon [66] are but two
 

of these, if the most famous. These studies were preceeded
 

by the works of Gurley and Shaw [36,37,38] and Patrick [72].
 

There is a growing consensus that financial dcepening can
 

accelerate the development process by promoting efficient
 

resource allocation and in lessening income and wealth ine

quality.
 

This view is, in part, responsible for the prepon

derance of "supply leading" finance in LICs' agriculture. 

The "supply-leading" phenomenon has involved the "creation 

of financial institutions. . and related financial 

services . . .," as pointed out by Patrick [721. This is 

in an attempt to increase agricultural output and incomes, 

reduce reliance on importation of food and improve the 

welfare of rural dwel.lers by hastening ruval development, 

Financial intermediation brings together these financial 
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institutions, the suppliers of their liabilities, and the
 

demanders of their assets to rural
form financial markets.
 

The participants in RFMs are constrained by the trans

action and other costs they incur. There are costs to
 

savers or the suppliers of funds, be it the opportunity cost
 

of their funds or negative real interest rates. The finan

cial institutions also incur costs. Some of 
these costs
 

arise from its Lending operations and others arise from the
 

acquisition of funds for onlending to borrowers. The
 

borrower on the other hand incurs both interest and non

interest costs. 

Underscanding the nature and magnitude of these costs 

I OwcWial because they influence both lender and borrower 

ohavior which, in turn, affect the performance of RFMs. 

This performance includes access to credit by farmers and 

the concentration of loans. 

Apart fLom influencing lender behavior, costs affect 

the viability of financial institutions and therefore make 

cost studies important. Viability is crucial if the insti

tutions are to continue to he an impetus to development. 

The issue of the viability of these institutions bocomes 

even ore prominent given policies ini LICs that underprice 

agricuLturaL creudit and force an inverted interest rate 

lending cost structure on banks; i.e., forcing banks to 

chargc lower rates to the high cost portion of their port

folio and higher rates on their low cost portion 130] 
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An important factor in the viability of the institu

tions in RFMs is financial innovation. Group lending, for
 

example, has been suggested as a means of reducing both
 

lender and borrower transaction costs [23,92]. Any attempt 

to reduce these costs of intermediation through financial 

innovations will require knowledge of nature of
the these
 

costs and the factors that affect them.
 

As important as costs are in understanding the nature
 

and functioning of RFMs as argued above, very little is
 

known about the real cost of providing institutional credit. 

to farmers [99]. The benefits to be derived from such a
 

study are 
both practical and academic, In particular, at 

...:st seven benefits might result: 

(1) This study should provide information for judging 

and improving the cost-effectiveness of this supervised 

agricultural credit program (SSFDP) in Jamaica. This
 

feature is particularly important since rates of interest 

have been kept low on agricultural loans by domestic policy

makers and foreign donor agencies. 

(2) Since the SSFDP is a supervised credit program, the 

findings of this study will give a clearer understanding of 

the cost implications of technical assistance and super

vision through supeL-vised credit. This should assist 

pol icy-makers in clar-ifyinj the costs ind hn:i!nu .its -)!L these 

services and result in the design of better proorams. 
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(3) By documenting the relative importance of the
 

various costs, e.g., administrative cost vs. risk cost, the
 

study wilL assist it.directing the attention of decision
 

makers to critical cost areas and furthermore provide some
 

insight into the kinds of policies that might be appropriate
 

for better cost management.
 

(4) The results of this study might also provide guide

lines for the design of improved cost information systems 

for use by the management of agricultural credit institu

t ions. 

(5) Cost studies are useful if they provide managers
 

data from which they can estimate the marginal cost (MC) of 

si.' ric activities. MC information would enable the insti.-. 

:,tt un to operate more efficiently in making loans and 

providing or-her services, 

(6) As part of the loan contract between the Government 

of Jamaica and tihe Inter--American Development Bank for the 

SSFDP, four socio-.economic evaluations ol the SSUI)P have 

been done to date. in 1972, 1975, .977 and 1980 [83,85,88, 

91]. These ar2 In addition to tilt'egaslmaw study mentioned 

above [17] . All these studies show a positive impact of the 

SS.'PDP on thei.r facrm clientele. But at what cost? This 

s tudy wili. addr(2.ss this q1uest ion and allow us to understa,nd 

more completely the "costs and bene(its" oif the SSFUP", 

(7) More gUnerally, this study can SerVe as a basis for 

[urther studies of this aspect of ru--al financial markets ii

http:addr(2.ss
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countries other than Jamaica. It is also hoped that the
 

findings of this study will increase understanding of this
 

vital industry and stimulate further inquiry.
 

Organization of the Study
 

The discussion that follows is organized as follows: 

Chapter II presents an overview of the Jamaican economy and 

its formal rural financial institutions, highlighting the 

SSFDP. In Chapter III the theoretical underpinning of the 

costs of lending is explored and related empirical evidence 

that exists in the literature is reviewed. Chapter IV 

investigates the behavior of the financial intermediary in 

cos.t minimization and credit rationing. Chapter V discusses 

the data used in the analysis, describes the methodology 

used, and presents a definition of variables and statistical 

mEthods utilized. Chapters VI and VII present the results 

and analyses of the study while the final chapter presents 

the summary, conclusion, and policy implications.
 



CHAPTER II
 

THE JAMAICAN ECONOMY AND ITS
 
RURAL FINANCIAL MARKET
 

In this chapter a Drief overview of the Jamaican
 

economy is presented. Next the formal rural financial
 

institutions in the country will be described and the 

,jamaica Development Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers 

Development Programme is hignlicghted. 

Tne Jamaican Economy: 1974-79
 

Economic Growth 

Jamaica's economy declined steadily from 1974 to 1979. 

Real Gross YDmstic Product (G[)P) fell by 0.7 percent in 

1974, the smallest decline within the period, declining to a 

rate of -8.3 percent by 1976 and -2.3 percent in 1979 (Table 

i). The average annual decline for the period was 3 per-. 

cent. This dismal performance is in contrast to the 

"respectable" growth cf about 6 percent per year in real GDP 

during the late sixties and early seventies 134]. 

Economic dec].ine occurred in all preducive sectors of 

the economy except agLiculture. The agricultural sector had 

an average go.vit.h rate of about 2 percunt per year over the 

per od loweve--:, its growth rate has ranged from a low of 

9 



TABLE 1: Macroeconomic Indicators, Jamaica, 


Item i974 1975 

Rate of Growth of GDP -0.7 -2.6 

Inflation Ratea/ 20.6 15.7 

Unemployment Rateb/ 21.2 20.5 

a/ December to December.
 

b/ Average of April and October figures.
 

Source: National Planning Agency, Jamaica, 

(Kingston, Jamaica, various years) 


1974-79
 

Year 
1976 1977 

-8.3 -1.9 

8.1 14.1 

22.4 24.2 

Economic and Social 

[681.
 

1978 1979
 

-1.7 -2.3
 

49.4 19.8
 

24.5 27.8 

Survey
 



about -6 percent in 1979 to a high of about 9 percent in
 

1978 (Table 2). Table 2 shows an increasing share of
 

domestic agriculture and a declining share of export agri

culture. The value of domestic agriculture rose from J$70.2
 

million in 1974 to J$81.6 million in 1979. In contrast, the
 

value of export agriculture was lower in 1979 than it was in
 

1974: ,]$3l.7 million vs. J$36.5 million. The value of
 

livestock and hunting rose 
from a low of J$37.2 million in 

1974 to a high of J$46.4 million in 1977. It declined, 

however, in the years 1978 and 1979 to J§44.3 million and 

J$43.8 mil.lion, respectively. 

EmIpie ymnen t 

The decline in economic activity has exacerbated the
 

ur.amployment situation in the economy. The April and
 

Octoher average rate of unemployment increased steadily from
 

about 2i percent of the labor force in 1974 and 1975 to
 

about 28 percent in 1979 (Table 1). The incidence of these
 

high rates of unempjoyment is not symmetrical with respect
 

to the various social groups within the economy. In October 

1979 for example, the unemployment rate was about 44 percent
 

for the female .aeho force while the male unemployment rate 

was about halt of that. This asymntry was true for Apri.i, 

1979 and the October-Apr il igures fur the other years 

within tne period [Gf(1979)]. 



TABLE 2: Gross Domestic Producc (GDP) by Sector in 
Constant
 
(1974) Prices, Jamaica, 1974-79.a/
 

Year (Million Jamaican Dollars)
 

Sectors, Item 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

Agriculture and Fisheries 162.7 165.0 158.3 170.8 186.6 175.5 

Export Agriculture 36.5 32.4 35.9 29.5 33.4 31.7 

Doffiestic Agriculture 70.2 72.3 60.4 75.6 90.7 81.6 

Livestock and Huntinq 37.2 41.2 42.8 46.4 44.3 43.8 

Other Agricultureb/ 18.8 19,1i 19.2 19.3 18.2 18.4 

Otlhor Sectors 2,107.2 2,046.9 1,870.C 1,817.8 1,768.7 1,735.6 

Total GDP 2,269.9 2,211.9 2,028.3 1,988.6 1,955.3 1,911.1 

Rate of Growth of 
Agriculture in GDP 2.0 1.4 4.1 7.9 9.3 -5.9 

a/ See Appendix A for the Implicit GDP Deflator used in deflating the current
 
values, and the U.S. exchange rate for J$.
 

bi Fishing, Forestry and Logging. 

Source: 	 Extracted (1) and calculated (2) from National Planning Agency,

Jamaica, Economic and 
Social Survey (Kin, -ton, Jamaica, various
 
years). [63]
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Price Level 

The rate of inflation fluctuated substantially between
 

1974 and 1979. Measured by the December to December changes 

in the All Jamaica Consumer Index, inflation declined from 

about 21 percent in 1974 to about 16 percent in 1975 and
 

then to 8 percent in 1976. In 1978 it shot up to almost 50
 

percent, and then dropped to about 20 percent in 1979 (Table 

i). This price instability clearly adds to the risk and 

uncertainty of farming as well as financing. 

Balance of Payments 

J.maict's current account balance was consistently in 

deficit oec the period 1974--79. As can be seen in Table 3, 

the current balance fell from about minus J$152 million in 

1974 to about minus J$257 million in the following two 

years. Lt improved to minus J$31 mill.ion but deteriorated 

again to mninus ,J$60 million in 1978 and got even worse in 

1979, when the deficit, cecorded was minus J$1.07 million. 

The balance on seL-vices was largely responsible for these 

de "ic its. [t deter:iua tei roin about minus J$8U million in 

1.974 to .bo mt i!Lius ls2.32 miLLion in 1979. The balance on 

orcha~ ii se improved Lrom about minus J$107 milLion in 1974 

to anout .J$55.7 million in 1979. There was a considergbLc 

increasei in balance trans Lve payments whichthc on moved 

Lrein aiout J$21 mill i)n to J$69 iil.lion during the period, 



TABLE 3: Balance of Payments in Jamaica: Current Account 
Balance and Net Capital Movements, 1974-79 

(Million Jamaican Dollars) 

Current Net 

Year Merchandise Services 
Transfer 
Payments 

Account 
Balance 

Capital 
Movements 

1974 -106.9 - 79.5 21.3 -151.8 221.1 

1975 -144.8 -136.0 23.8 -257.0 189.9 

1976 -119.9 -i75.5 36.2 -257.2 43.9 

1977 85 -134.6 18.2 - 31.4 51.7 

1978 47.1 -130.1 23.3 - 59.7 8.9 

1979 55.7 -231.5 9.0 106.8 -30.4 

Source: National Planning Agency, Economic and Social Survey (Kingston,
Jamaica, various years). [68] 
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The consistent deficits in the current account balance
 

have generally been covered by capital movements, but even 

that has deteriorated fro a high of about J$221 million in 

1974 to a deficit of J$30 million in 1979 (Table 3). 

During this period, the foreign exchange reserve posi

tion was also unfavorable. It decl.ined from about J$130 

million in 1974 to minus J$394 Aillion in 1979. The deficit 

between L978 and 1979 was J$128 million (Table 4). 

in summary, the Jamaican economy has been beset with 

dec i.nining economic activity for the past six years. It has 

expe ri-ncd seve.re mHnemployment and inLlation.iry pressures, 

deteriorating halance of payments and acute depletion of 

:orei gn exchanuge ruserves. The overall poor performance of 

the Jamaican ,conomy is not all that unusual for a non-oil 

producing, open-economy LIC in the post-OPEC oil price hike 

wor d environment. It is the magnitude of the poor perfor

iimance that makes jamaica stand out. Th, average rates of 

econowi2 c growth for the non-oil pcoducing LICs have been 

a}preciably ].ower in the last six years than during the late 

1960s and early 1970s. As a group, their growth of real. 

GDP, after averaging 6 percent a yoa luring the period 

1967-72 and approachinj 7 paraent in 1.973, has eased to 

around 5 percent since 1976,, In 1979 it averaged 4.6 pei>

cent [51!. Sti1i. this growto oerfoL-mance stands out in 

sharp contrast to the uniformly negative record of Jamaica. 
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TABLE 4: Jamaica's Net Foreign Exchange Reserves, 
1974-79 ($ million) 

Net Foreign 

Year 
Exchange 
Reserves 

1974 130.2 

1975 56.6 

1976 -181.4 

1977 -195.3 

1978 -265.8 

1979 -393.9 

Source: 	 National Planning Agency, Jamaica, Economic and 
Social Survey (Kingston, Jamaica, 1975 and 1979). 
[681] 
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Rural Financial Markets in Jamaica
 

In this section a brief description of the formal rural
 

financial institutions in Jamaica is presented.l/ This is
 

followed by a closer look at the institution to be studied,
 

the Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program (SSFDP) 

Structure and Growth of Jamaica's RFMs
 

There are five principal formal sources of agricultural 

credit in Jamaica [31./ They are the Commercial Banks, 

the Jamaica Development Bank (JDB) , the Se.f-Supporting 

Farmers' Development Program (SSJ'DP), the Agricultural
 

Credit Board with the People Is Cooperative Banks (PC 3s), and 

the Crop Lien Program of the Ministry of Agriculture,
 

The Commercial Banks are the only private sector source
 

of formal credit to agriculture. They are also the single 

largest source of credit and their loans are mostly short

term. They lend mainly to medium and large sized farmers. 

In recent years, however, the commercia l banks have become 

involved in lending to large government agricultural 

cooperatives [3 L,32, 34 

The remaining agricultulraI credit sources are public 

suctor institutions or programs. The Agricultural Credit
 

Board, the -irst of these public institutions was
 

./ 	 For Utu t- ert ail.s see Gcaham and others [3!1. Some of
 
the material, in this section 
is irawn from this report. 

2/ The Uthuer winow: saunccs o!c ,i .L ce: (1.) Ihe commodity
hoards ser..n. Icy export cUCrps , .. . , o(-;., coffee, 
sugar, etc., (2) Wv--. '.ns ty the Ministry of 
Agri l ttli'p:o ,ar.iirs j,i iVnd l ,asu !oquaint 
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established in 1960. It has two portfolios: 
 one line of
 

direct loans to larq,. farmers, and the other line for small
 

farmers through the People Cooperative Banks. The term
 

structure of the ACB loans 
are largely short term [31,32,341
 

The Crop Lien Program was the last of these public
 

programs to be created in 1977. It is administered by the
 

Ministry of Agriculture through their extension agents who
 

work with the Peoples' Cooperative Banks. Crop Lien loans
 

are 
mainly for small, domestic food producing farmers
 

[31,32,341.
 

The Jamaica Development Bank
 

The Jamaica Development Baak started operations in 

1969. It was an autonomous government sponsored institution 

and succeeded the Development Finance Corporation which was 

established in 1959. The principal role of 
the Bank was to
 

foster economic development by assisting in the establish

ment and growth of productive enterprises. The JDB was
 

designed to meet four maii objectives; to fill various gaps
 

in Jamaica's existing financial system by increasing the 

availability of! and term financing innedium Long certain 

sectors; to supplement scarce domestic funds with loans from 

overseas sources; to assist in the establishment and expan

sion of development enterprises by participating in shave 

capital, granting loans to industry, tourism, and aciricul

ture an(] other forms of financial assistance i54j.
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As oE June 30, 1980, the JD3 had a loan portfolio of 

just over J$80.35 million with the lagclest portion, 
J$38
 

million (47 percent) in industry. Agricultural loans
 

comprised about J$21 nillion or 26 percent of tihe total 

portfolio with tourism accounting for J$15 million or 19
 

percent. The remcaining 8 percent or J$7 million were in 

Insurance Premiums and Guarantees. These are largely medium 

to lonj t2rm loans to mainly medium to large farmers. 

The Self Supporting Farmers' Development Program 

The S(de]f Suppor I.ing ,a-mc rs Development Program 

(SSi2DP) was ,st~hishea in L969. Its aim is to provide a 

Ib.nat ioOl , hoirt, med um and long termin credit, as well 

.s teclmnicai assistance to small farmers (mainly in the 5 to 

25 acre catejorv) to make them viable and improve their 

sta ndard of I iving. The program also aims at increasing 

agricultural production to provide food for domestic needs 

and r,-r the export market. 

The Progyr[lm is jointly sponsored by the Government of 

Jamaica ( GO.J) and the, Lin ter -Amurican Development Bank (IDB). 

To date it has been the benel iciary of four sepa rate loans. 

A breakdown of the sour-'-s FLor all [out: loans is presented 

in Table 5. In add-ition to these funds, the SSFDP also 

opera tes a "Recovery" Logan Progrii to finanice three 

nte rFpr ises , namel1 y banana, suji r cane and cocoa, for 

.,cit loans are :iot norma].[y availablf, in tIhe IDB Wan 
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TABLE 5: Self-Supporting Farmers' Development
 
Program: Sources of Funds.
 

Million U.S. Dollars 

Contract No. Contract Date IDB Loan GOJ Loan Total 

269/SF-JA Dec. 18, 1970 6.20 3.70 9.90 

317/SF-JA March 9, 1972 3.00 1,80 4.80 

359/SF-JA Sept. 1, 1973 7.90 7.85 15.75 

516/SF-JA Dec. 14, 1977 6.00 3.00 9.00 

Source: 	 Jamaica Development Bank, Self-Supporting Farmers' 
Development Program, "Socio-Economic Evaluation 
Report," 	 September, 1980. 
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Program. The source of this "Recovery" loan fund is made up 

from the repayments made by the beneficiaries of the IDB/GOJ 

loans.
 

The SS['DP has experienced several administrative 

changes since it: Ys established. From 1969 to 1972 it was 

coordinated by the Ministry of Rural Land Development, while 

the AgriculIt:ral Credit Board was responsible for 
loans to 

farmers. In L972, the Ministry of Rural Land Development 

was abolished and the coordinating responsibiLity was trans

ferred to the Ministry of Agricuture. In 1974, the JDB 

becaie the main adnmin isrcator rusponsible for loan appro

vals, disbursemnts, and loan recoveries, while the Ministr

of .icul tu re iprov ided extension services to the 

norrowers.._ To promote an eQ.-icient operation of the 

pcogram, the JDB took over the extension services and in May
 

of 1975 becamn the sole administrator of the program. 

With the JP)- now 
in comple te control of the program, it 

established 1 Area Of f.ices, coVr inq the entice island. 

These were grouped into six Regional aceas and placed under 

th, supervision .f si:x (RPO),Regional Project offU i .cers 

assisted by Assistant Project Officers (APO), D'velopment 

Officers (D), A'ea Recovery Of icecs (AO), and secretaria.. 

stlf.I.. The APOs wer<e gi'ver) the 'est'ons ib l,ity of pro

cessing, asses';inm, and Submi. ttinq .oan appi ica'Lions for 

decision, wh.iLO the DOs supervj.sed ,a anddriLg operations 

1/ TN JB i; pa.id a managen(2, t fee of IJ.peccunt of loan 
o0,.tanding fcmr its managment function. 
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gave technical assistance to the farmers. The Recovery 

Officers have the responsibility of collecting outstanding 

loans. In 1976, the RPOs were given the authority to
 

approve loans of up to J $5,000, a moveas towards decen

tralization. 

In March 1979, the Bank abandoned the area boundaries 

classified as Land Authorities. Area boundaries were tl,2n 

made to equate with the 13 parish boundaries, under Parish 

Project Officers (PPOs). The field staff of the SSFDP con

sequentLy consisted of PPOs, AssLstant Parish Project.
 

Officers, Parish Recovery Officers, DOs, and 
 the secretarial 

staff. 

The field staff are linked with the SSFDP Central
 

OtLf'ce in Kingston through the Agricultural Department 

headed by an Agricultural Officer who is assisted by 

Assistant Agricultural Officers. The remainder of the
 

Central Office consists cf a Technical Support Unit, an
 

Internal Audit Department, a Legal Department, a Finance 

Department, an Economics and Statistics Department, and an 

Administrative Department. The overall activities of the 

SSFDP were directed by a coordinator who is an employee of 

the JDB. 

The SSFI'DP continued to change administratively, Ihe 

Central Office staff, which was housed a few blocks from the 

Jamaica Development Bank Bu: iding, moved into the JDB 

building in February 198(,. As part of these changes, and 
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also as a part of an attempt to reorganize the overall 

structure of the JDB, the SSFDP came under the authority of 

the Vice President for Agriculture and SSF."DP (of the JDB) 

ef [e'itive January 1, 1980. 

The SSI'DP was ful ly integrated into the JDB in October 

1980 as the "Small. Farms Project" Department ot the JDB. 4 / 

Since then t:he Legal, Finance, Admininstrative, and Technical 

units report to the respect ive Vice Prosidents in the JDB. 

The InternaL Auditor uports di rectly to the President Gf 

JDB, while the Agricultural and Lconomics sections reportemi 

directiy in the Small F'arius Project Dc-partment. 

Summary statistics about the SS.'FP iron 1974 to 1980 

a_, given in Tahle 
6. As can he seen in the Table, the 

Ptogram inc rcased its numhnuer of Loans made per year from 219 

in 1974, to L,519 in 1977, with the 1980 figure dropping to 

756. The value of these Loans [or clese years was more than 

J I mi..Llion, about ,$7 mill.ion, and more than J$5 million, 

respectively. DisbUu rsement:; were about -$458 thousand in 

1974, peaked at close to a$6 mill ion in 177 and dropped to 

less than J$5 million in L980. The SSi'DPs overall loan 

outstanding to dg;riculture also incueased from about J$974 

thousand 
in 19 74 to mor than J$25 moI Lion in 1980. 

The SSC P nas become one of th u most important source,i 

of agriculturlw creudit in ,amnAica. SSIFDP loans constLit-ute a 

major proportion AL tn t tai Loans Lo agricu..ture ir 

-47-or the purposes of thi.s study, 1 will still refer to the 
.pr(ol'am as the- S FP 
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TA3LE 6: Self-Supporting Farmers Development Program: 
Loan Approvals, Disbursement, and Loan

Balancea/ at Year End, 1974-1979. 
(Thousand Jamaican Dollars) 

Year 
 No. oI Loans Amount Disbursements Loan Balance
 

1974 219 1,046 458 9,739
 

1975 1,059 5,277 
 2,764 11,764
 

1976 1,213 
 6,649 4,538 15,782
 

1977 1,519 6,913 5,969 
 20,912
 

1978 753 3,777 5,547 24,939
 

1979 798 4,361 2,870* 24,437
 

1980 756 5,631 4,581 	 25,618
 

a/ Loan Portfolio 

* Does not include disbursements on Recovery Loan. 

Source: 	 Unpublished data, Jamaica Development Bank,
Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program, 
Kingston, Jamaica.
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Jamaica, and it represents one of the most rapidly growing
 

agricultural programs in the 
island [31]. Since the SSPDP 

and the I OB commercial agricultural], window are largely 

responsible or the increase in agricultural credit in
 

Jamaica during 
the 1970's, the SS'DP represents a good
 

choice for a 
study the lending costs of agricultural credit
 

in Jamaica.
 

Consolidation of 
Public Sector Credit Programs
 

Various studies have called Cor reform of the public
 

sector -qricultura I cre dit programs duQ to overall unsatin

.actory Performance [7, 1, 34 . Among the deficiencies iden

t.fl.d by those studies are (a) "a ple.e thora of credit
 

irstitutions and 
schemes resulting in irlefficiencies, dupli

cation, waste of and inresourcus confusion the minds of
 

farmers" [7j ; (b) "or-anizationalI n administration 

problems associated] wi C some credit agencies" [7] ; (c) 

"lack of managnent and tuchnical exp r.ise in the admi

nistration of credit" 17 ; (di) "limited access to formal
 

credit by a majority o small Careurs" 
[34] ; (e) "weak loan 

monitoring and collection procedures leading to high
 

deinquency and 
thereby at tectin, adversely the viability of 

the progranms" (34] ; (f) "interest rate restrict i-is and lack 

of any sustained effort to mobilize savings in the rural 

areas" [34. 
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The government, in to
response this poor performance,
 

sought to revamp the agricultural credit system in the
 

island. This led to the strategy of "rationalizing" agri

cultural credit by consolidating existing programs. The JDB
 

was originally suggested as 
the overseer of the "rational

ized system but was found to be an unacceptable choice due
 

to its negative image with the World Bank, IDB, and the
 

Caribbean Development Bank.
 

in June 1981, the government dissolved the JDB and in 

its place created two new institutions; the National
 

Development Bank to cater to industry and tourism and the 

Agricultural Credit Bank Ltd. (ACIB Ltd.) 
 The ACB Ltd. is
 

the institution designated 
to carry cut the rationalization
 

of agricultural credit in Jamaica. 
 it is to take over the 

SSFDP and upgrade the PC03s. it will be solely responsible
 

for attracting international financing for agricultural
 

development in the country. It is expected that all agri

cultural credit programs in the country will, in the future, 

be brought under the direction and control of the ACB Ltd.
 



CHAPT;R IlL 

COSTS 0O' LENDING TO FARMERS 

In this chapter: 
the theoretical underpinning of the
 
costs of lending to agriculture will be explored. 
 Related 

empirical evidenice lrom the l.iterature will also be 

r.ev iewed. 

Very little is reported in the literature about the
 

real cost of providing insti.tutioral credit 
to farmers 3nd
 

especially to small 
farmers [99]. However, it is generally 

accepted that agcicul.tural credit programs are costly to
 
airtrnister [27,63,981. 
 This is because of the uncertain
 

ratu re of tra Lcmig, 
because far;mer.-s 
usually require more
 

attention Oue 
to their Lack of experience in the of
use bank
 

services, hocus, they of ten lack socuc-e collateral, and
 

because they 
 ua' widely dispersed. Ayricu.tural lending 

cost-s are highalso because of t:ue Lack of managenlent and 

technical expert-ise, in the administration of credit, of
 

some 
of the financial institutions operating 
in the formal 

credit market [7 . 

The financial_ cost of agricultural credit consists of 

direct and i circtcosts ur p:ivate and social costs.I/ 

- -2-V"", 
 defines financial 
co'..tb to mean interest
payment W L.)anai)e funds i26j eghavan also usedfinancial 
c nu ,o ,:cuprs, t 
the 

the cost oF funds [771. Forp)u rposcs,; A Lihis st.ud , f inaric i i L co' .t. is Jeflned Es 
Stawd aOOVc7
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Direct costs can be defined as those reflected in the income 

statement (income and expenditure account) of 
the lender
 

without subsidies. Indirect costs 
are those incurred by
 

society. This includes the 
government costs and exter

nalities in activities directly associated with credit
 

operations [15,991. But as Benston [15] explains, there are 

relatively few externalities in the production of financial 

services, which leaves the indirect or social costs to basi

cally those incurruJ by government and its agencies.
 

The cost of lending has traditionally [20] been deftirad
 

to include three main components: the cost of: loanable 

funds, the costs of administration of the loans, and the 

fossils due to d(efault (risk cost) . These, in addition to
 

taxes, constitute direct
the costs of lending. The erosion
 

of the purchasing power of the 
loan portfolio, by inflation,
 

could be considered a further category of direct cost 
[99].
 

This, however, will not be the case where the lender can 

charge variable rates. That is, where the loan rate is
 

indexed to inflation or the lender 
 can charge a premium for 

expected inflation. threeThe main components of the cost 

of lending are exarmined in detail below. 

Cost of Funds
 

In most low income countries, a large part of the funds 

for agricultural credit institutions are provided by govern-

ments, a central bank or a refinancing agency. Tlbese funds 
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are often made available to the government by external 

sources. These sources include foreign governments, multi

lateral development agencies, particularly the World Bank, 

and regional devLopment banks suchI as -he uIter-A erican
 

Development Bank an the African Development 
 Bank
 

[21,63,991 . These external funds may 
 carry concessionary
 

prices. 
 Most fur-ds made availab le to the ultimate lender
 

art2 pr icedI 
 at ro , blotw those th aft wou]ld have to he paid 

to flb ilize deposits Lrom the publ ic [99. 

The economic cost of0 Loanale funds consists not onl y 

of the interest payments on and ondeposits borrowings, but
 

also of some 
 "admin istrative" costs associated with the 

acj.isition aid management ot the funds 126] .2/ These may
 

.nciud, labor and non--labor 
 costs incurred in negotiating 

loans and se rvicing Loanable f~unds and contracts. 

There is yet another component of the cost of funds 

associated with loanable Thesetore ign funds. funds are 

usually denomintedc in foreLign curr cy. A devaluation of 

t he domestic currency or rvalua. eof the foreigna no.fti.on 

currency will change the domestic currency value of these 

1.labj lities. Local governments sometimes assume these 

foreign ,xchar e risks. Sonet imes, however, external, donors 

stipulate thac the sub-borrowers bear the foreign exchange 

costs associatrd theirwith Loans 122j. To the extent that 

2/The intere-st payments may also include service c::rges
and commitmen t fees. 

http:no.fti.on
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these costs are borne by the local government or the sub

borrowers, it does not constitute a cost to the lending
 

agency. However, it is also not uncommon fnr the3 oredit 

institution to be saddled with these costs. If and when
 

this occurs, it should be correctly accounted for as a com

ponent of the cost of loanable funds. Raghavan has
 

suggested several broad guidelines for allocating foreign
 

exchange risk [77]. My intention here is not to indulge in 

the debate about who should 
bear the foreign exchange risk
 

but rather to point out 
 that, to the extent that a leniinu 

institution bears part 
or all of this kind of cost, it
 

should be treated as a cost in calculating the economic
 

costs of loanable funds. 

The World Bank in its Agricultural Credit Sector Policy 

paper of 1975 suggested, as appropriate, the use of the 

opportunity cost of using funds for agricultural credit, 

rather than for some alternative program, as the cost of 

funds [98]. The statement noted that estimates of oppor

tunity cost of capital in low income countries in the 

literature are "seldom less than 8 percent in real terms, 

approximately the level required to mobilize savings 

effectively." 

The cost of funds will varNy, depending upon the country 

and the sources of funds. One study found that the average 

nominal cost of funds was about 5 percent of loan values for 

a group of agricultural banks lE3], Gor'.alez-Vega found the 
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cost of funds in the rural banking system in the Phillipines 

to have ranged between 1.5 and 3.2 percent between 1964 and 

1971 [26J. A 'orId Bank study estimated the cost of funds 

in tho [ni.i,an three-tiec cooperative 00ankinq system to be 11 

percent o f Loans outstand ing [991. Ahmed [5], found this 

component of cost to be 3 percent in the Sudan wnile 

Pokharel assumed it to be 2 percent in a group lending pro

ject in Nepal [74]. 

Cost of Loan Administration 

Administrative costs arise from evaluating loan appli

cations, mon itoainq Won.00perfoLrmance of borrowers, 

collecting loans and managing delinquencies. These costs 

inc I de wages and salaries, occupancy expenses, costs of 

material s and other m sceIl.aneous expenses. The administra

tive cost )ofag ricultur,L[ cred i t institutions tend to be 

higher than those of otherU types of 1.endirnj institutions 

[27,63,981 . Credit distribution is more costLy in rural 

areas than in urban areas because borrowers in rural areas 

are widely dispersed 19 8 ). 

It is difficult to compare administrative costs because 

there is little comparability in what credit institutions do 

and what they report as administrative costs [631 . Some 

credit institutions provide only cerit, while others pro

vid, ancillary services and technical assistance in addition 

to loans. The size and duration of Loans also have an 
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effect on administrative costs [98]. The World Bank 
found
 

the median administrative cost for a group of institutions
 

to 
be around 5 percent of the total loan portfolio. The 

same study estimated the administrative cost of an efficient 

institution ilaking medium and long term loans to large 

farmers t- bL about 3 percent. For an institution providing 

short and long term credit to small farmers the estimate was 

between 7 percent and 
10 percent of the total portfolio
 

[981.
 

The estimaterl administrative cost of the Indiar three

tit- t-ooperative 
 credit syst-. was about 6 percent of loans 

outstanding [991 . Ahme [51 found the cost of loan admi

ni-tration in thj heidquarters of the Agricultural BanK of 

Sudan to have ranged between 2 percent and 8 percent and at 

one branch off ice to be between 2 percent and 23 percent 

from 1965 to 1977. For the rural banking system in the 

Phil lipins, the average administrative costs of operation 

declined steadily from 7 percent in 1.960 to 5.2 percent in
 

1973 [26 . In a diffferent study, Saito and Villanueva [791 

found the administrative costs of Lending to small-scale 

farmers in the Philipines to be between 3 and 4 percent. 

Risk Cost
 

[n many cases, a considerable percentage of loans made 

by agricultural credit institutions to farmers are not 

repaid on time or are never repaid [63]. Various reasons 
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have been given as to why these credit programs have and are 

exp)eriencing serious arrears problems.3/ Whatever these 

reason; are, delinquencies and defaults entail, a cost to the
 

financia. institution. These are risk costs. They are 

costs because default Lisks concern the probability of 

losses of interest ,nd pr inci pa [ owing to borrowers' failure 

to meet: thei r con tractual, obligations to a bank and of 

noncecove a iI.e costs that the bank must incur when 

attpting b) enforc contractuna l compl iance. 

The Worl d Bank ..udy of th fIind ian cooperative credit: 

system [991 est:imated the risk cost to be 1.5 percent of 

loans outstanding. The study enumerated the main elements 

in the cost of risk as follows: 

a) The time of: management and staff, and their 

associated overhead, devot d to collection efforts 

beyond the normal process of accounting, billing 

and routine rem inders , including the idministration 

of Venal interest chargus and the cost of Legal. 

action bo enforce recoveries after default. 

b) The cost of erosion of confLidence and joodwiil on 

all sides that results CIruim such conditions. 

c) The cost of mainta inirg bad debt reserves in excess 

of Legal reluirements. 

d) A Joss of access to funds in some cases where these 

would be avai.abLe if delinquencies and defaultq 

wore bettur controlo'j. 

3/ _e , [or:---,..am e, .Boakya-nkwa jl9] and Von Pischke [97] 
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e) The cost of postponing income because of delinquen

cies, and eventually the cost of writing off bad
 

debts. The former might be lost earnings from
 

additional investment, while the is
latter erosion 

of the assets of the institution.
 

Ahmed's Sudanese study [51 found the risk cost to have 

ranged from 9 percent to 22 percent. The Nepalese study 

[69] using default rates as a proxy for risk cost found this 

component of cost to be 2.7 percent in one branch of the 

Small [armer Development Program (SSFDP) and 3].0 percent in 

another. 

Thel-re is often a trade-off between administrative costs 

and loan arrears [58,98]. Quality of service, more caLueal 

scrutiny of appl icants, superiision and pursuit of 

delinquents can lower the delinquency and default rates but 

also increase administrative costs. The cost of loan admin

istration is the main component of Lending costs over which 

management can exercise some control. Sound and efficient 

management can reduce these costs to some extent. Bhatt 

also arLgues that innovations in ruraL financial markets can 

reduce Lending transaction costs, a majcr portion of which 

is administrative cost [181 . 

Total, Average and Marginal Costs
 

'['he foregoing discussion has identified three main con

ponents of costs, i.e., c,.ont f funds, administrative costs, 
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and risk cost. These costs constitute the total cost (TC)
 

function for a lender, which can be expressed as:
 

TC = , + K + R (3.1)
 

where,
 

TC = total cost
 

F = cost of funds 

K = Administrative cost
 

R = Risk cost
 

In this section I will postulate a relationship between
 

this cost function and the size of loan granted. To fa.-ili

tate this, the administrative cost (K) will be divided imto
 

two parts: handling cost (H) and risk reducing costs ID),
 

fti-ng these in (3.1) gives:
 

TC = I.+ If + D 4-R (3.2)
 

The lender's cost of funds (') is fixed and does not 

vary with loan size. The two parts of the administrative 

cost behave dilfferently. The handling costs (H) are 

generaliy fixed and independent o f loan size. The risk

reducing cosLs (D])on the other hand are not fixed. They
 

may vary positively with size of Loan. The bank will nor

mnalLy put in 
more effort andi resources in gathering infor

mation about, and mon itoring, a large loan than it will a 

small loan . This is necause f: the borrower detau.ts, the 

dLefau]lt is gruaL. for the 1. rgur:: Loan. For this same 

reson, the (1e:hault costs vary pcsi tij ey with size of 

loans. 

http:detau.ts
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The average cost function (costs per unit) can be
 

rep.esented as:
 

AC = f + h + d + r (3.3) 

From the above discussion, this function consists of Average 

Fixed Costs (AFC) which comprises f + h, and Average 

Variable Costs (AVC) comprising d + r. These and the margi

nal cost curves are depicted in Figure 1. 

AFC takes on the characteristics of a hyperbola. This
 

is because the fixed costs are spread over a larger number
 

of units as loan size is increased, and therefore AFC decli-

nes monotonically. AVC and AC first decline and then
 

increase as loan size is increased. The corresponding MC 

curve increases as the size of loan increases. MC is equal 

to f when the size of the loan is equal to zero. The 

foregoing discussion will not change if the number of loans 

(not the size of loans) was used as the unit of output. 

These costs and their relationships to output will 

serve as the backdrop of the theory of the behavior of the 

lender (the bank) which is explored in the next chapter. 
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Costs MC AC = f+h+d+ 

AVC = d+r 

---- AFC = Z+h 

f 

Size of Loans 

Fiurel I. Average and !ar ,inal Lending. Cost Curves 



CHAPTER IV 

LENDER BEHAVIOR 

In this chapter the behavior of 
financial intermediaries
 

is investigated. The costs of lending, developed 
in the
 

previous chapter, will serve as a backdrop for the following
 

discussion. This chapter deals with two 
main issues,
 

namely, cost minimization and credit rationing. The
 

discussion is based 
on the premise that managers of rural
 

financial institutions are rational and 
that they attempt to
 

optimize some 
utility function which includes financial 

viability. Financial viability requires that revenues cover
 

costs and that the real value of the loan portfolio is 

sustained or expanded over time. 

Cost Minimizing Behavior
 

mwo different approaches have been employed in the
 

literature to model financial intermediaries. The
 

Markowitz-Tobin [65,951 portfolio theory has 
been adopted by
 

some writers as their analytical framework. The portfolio
 

theory approach assumes that the lender's utility function 

is quadratic in expected return and risk and that his beha

vior can b)e explained by the expected return-risk (E-V) 

31
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trade-off. A portfolio is efficient if it is impossible to 

increase its expected rate of return without raising its 

risk (variance) since the lender is usually assumed to 

exhibit risk aversion.
 

The expected return of a portfolio E(P) and the 

variance of the portfolio V(P) can be defined as: 

N 
E(P) = X uix. (4.1)i=l ' i 

N N 
V(P) = z X .ij x i x. (4.2)i=l j=1 

where, 
th
 

u. = return on the i asset in the portfolio 

x i = percentage of the portfolio in the i t h assetOij -- the covariance between the returns of assets i 
2 

and j, and = oi2lirepresents the variance in 
the return of asset i. 

N = number of assets in the portfolio 
The utility function for a profit-maximizing, risk-averse 

lender is given by 

N N N 
u f [E(P),V(P)] : uixi -

i=l 
) 

j=1l 
a.i x. x. (4.3) 

where p = degree of risk aversion of the lender, 

6-- > 0, ' u < 0 (4.4) 

6E(P) 7E(V)F 
The general portfolio problem of the lender is to 

N N N 
Maxim ize U :. u i Xi - p z G x i x. 

i=.l i=I j=l i 3 

N 
subject to E

i=i 
x i1 

< I 

xi> 0 i = 1, .... ,N(4.5) 
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Given values for the ui's and oij's, an optimal selection 

portfolio will be determined as a function of ). This maxi

mization for the risk-averse lender will normally imply the 

selection of a diversified portfolio.
 

Dia.gramatically, the (E-V) framework can 
be represented 

by Figure 2. The efficiency frontier consists of efficient 

asset portfolios. I1 to 13 are iso-utility curves. Each 

iso-utilLity curve differentrepresents combinations of E and 

V that will give the lender the equal utility. I1 repre

sents a higher level of utility than 12 and 13. The optimal 

portfolio is at point P, where the iso-utility curve 12 is 

tangent to the efficiency frontier. 

Prominent among the portfolio theory approach are the 

works of Hart and Jaffee [44] , flymart [50], Kane and Malkiel 

155], Parkin [711 , and Pyle [76] . Robison and Barry [781 

have also applied portfolio theory to rural banks.
 

The main advantage of this approach is its explicit 

treatment of risk and uncertainty, an important feature in 

any firm's behavior. However, portfolio theory has 

drawbacks. Most importantly, it does not deal with the 

production and cost constraints of intermediary operations. 

The role these constraints play in determining equilibrium 

output and its quality is thus ignored. The portfolio 

theory approach also assumes perfect competition in the 

asset and liabiLity markets of financial intermediaries, an 
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F7igure 2. The Optimal E--V Strategy 
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assumption which has been criticized by Klein [59,60], among
 

others. 

Other authors have used the neo-classical theory of the 

firm in attempts to improve upon the deficiencies in the 

portfolio theoretic models of financial firm behavior. 
 Bell
 

and Murphy [11] , Kareken [56] , Klein [60] , Pesek [73] , Shull 

[94] , Towey [96] , and Gonzalez-Vega [27,28,29] are examples 

of this approach. The theory of the firm approach
 

appropriately consider production and costs 
in describing 

the operations of profit-maximizing financial firms in arn 

imperfectly competitive market. However, they mostly disre

gard risk and uncertainty. But as Baltensperger [10] has 
pointed out, "There are important .inks between a hank's 

cperating expenses and its tinancial risk characteristics so 

that these two aspects should not be looked at separately, 

but in conjunction." Sealey [811 does that by developing a 

model of intermediary behavior that integrates risk con

siderations with market conditions and cost considerations. 

The theocy of the firm deals with costs and production. 

The firm-theoretic models have encountered obstacles in 

applying this theory to intermediary behavior due to incon

sistencies in, and a debate about, what constitutes bank'sa 

output. At the heart of this debate is whether deposits in 

financial institutions should be considered as inputs in 

"producing': Loans or as outpult lil theIMseles. Benston f15] 

in his 1972 encyclopedic study, enunciates thuee, somewhat 
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iiterrelated reasons for these dif[erences. "One is basic 

to the nature of the industry: financial institutions pro

duce services rather than readily identifiable physical pro

ducts, and it is not clear how one might measure the output 

of services. A further complication of this problem (not 

limited to cost studies of financial institutions) is how to 

define output for a multi-product (or service) firm. A 

second reason is the different purposes for which the stu

(--ies were undterctaken and the way in which cost is relatei to 

the multiple services produced. Third ly, the availability 

of data has forced some researchers to use a pragmatic defi

nition Of output." 

Benston [13,141 and Bell. and Murphy [I.] defined output 

.°i tecms of what banks or savings and loan associations do 

that cause tLhem to incur costs. Even though the basic ser

v ices p)rovide<d are in the form of funds, a majority of their 

Opcrat: ons deal with handl-Iing documents and detaling with 

pop I The lollar amount writte.ri oil the document affects 

Cte '2-)5 t o hand l.ing and] the cusLoners in a way, but the 

operAtting costs are :ulated primarily to the number of docu

J:tt snal-a .,d an1d customers secvc'd ratther than the dollars 

(IC[j)OS Lt e(] OE J fl( { I , 'i'he 2d- .a g',2S, .s , the re e l] as tireh(e fore 

OuLtput in 1e u;-s A_ the nuinber cj. ic.'.osi ts and the number of 

Loans t odUcec I151 . Gr1eelau 35d and Ibwers, on The 

otlher hand , cons idereo deposit s .-is inpuits iin the production 

http:writte.ri
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process and not as output. 
 The former used average yield as
 

a measure of output while the latter used operating income. 

Most of the studies cited have dealt with U.S. finan

cial intermediaries, mainly commercial banks or 
depository
 

financia. institutions. The structure of rural financial
 

markets in low income countries is somewhat different from 

that in which these commercial banks operate. Rural finan

cial institutions, which are the focus of the present study, 

are also different from U.S. commercial banks in some ways. 

Nonetheless, they are all financial institutions and, there

fore, a lot can he extracted from this literature in an 

attempt to model the behavior of rural financial institu

tions. 

Rural Financial Institutions
 

A rural financial institution is usually established by 

the government with the help and funding of some inter

national financial institution or agency. It may be called 

a bank, a coope_:ative or a supervised credit program. For 

purposes o: brevity, howevur, let us call these institutions 

banks. rhe hank typically does not accept deposits, relying 

mainly on funds fron foreign sources and budgetary appropri

ations from the gove-rnment, 

These SOLrCeS of funds wieLd a considerable amount of 

influence in the ooerations if the bank. The government 
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usually regulates the institutions heavily, with the most 

pervasive form of this regulation being interest rate 

ceilings. The rates that the banks are allowed to charge
 

are frequently fixed at low levels, and, 
 given levels of
 

inflation, are often negative in real terms. 
 Interest rate 

regulations r-oduce the control that the bank has on its
 

revenues since bank revenues 
 result mostly from interest 

income. At the same time, the bank operates in a com

petitive input (mainly labor) market. The prices it pays 

for its factors of production (labor capital and materials) 

are therefore exogenous.l/ 

The bank is often mandated to lend to a particular
 

Lrget group, be it agriculture, small farmers producers
or 

of a specific good. The demand for the banks product--. 

loans--is largQly dictated by this regulation arnd how 

broadly the target group is defined. Hence, difterences in 

the level of output, ceteris paribus, are primarily due to 

local demand conditions which are exogenous to the bank, 

The above characteristics--interest rate regulation, 

exogenous output and exogenois output and input prices--make 

cost mimmimization the most plausible model of behavior for 

the bank. That i.s, the objective of the bank would be one 

of minimizing the total cost oF time ith product, subject to 

.. duccion .banksassumed to include theLunctio" is 

possij i. ity of[ factor substi tution.
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the production function and the prices it must pay for fac

tors of production. It might be prudent, therefore, to look 

at the production function before considernng cost minimiza

tion.
 

The Production Function
 

The Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) produc

tion function, first developed by Arrow, Chenery, Minhas, 

and Sollow [61, may be used to approximate the production 

process of the banking industry since it permits factor 

substitution. The mathematical form of the_ CES may be given 

by: 

N = A [.K -0 + (I - a)L-P] I / p (4.6) 

where: 

A = constant (efficiency parameter) 

N = output (number of loans) 

K = capitai input 

L = labor input. 

= distribution parameter 

= elasticity of technical substitution. 

The elasticity of substitution (u) between the factors of 

productLon 

- (4.7) 

It has bean shown eLsewhre [69] that when a = I. the CE'S 

2/ Assuming only two factors of prodcction for simplicity. 
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production function reduces to the CcJT-Douglas production 

function. Equation (4.6), under this assumption becomes: 

N = AKI L0 (4.8) 

which is the two-fa-:tor Cobb-Douglas production function. 

A cost identity may be established: 

C = wL + rK (4.9) 

where, 

C = total direct costs 

w = wage rate 

r = rental rate on capital 

K,L = same as described for (4.6). 

Cost Minimization 

The bank i,,ay minimize cost (4.9) subject to the produc

tion function (4.8) for a proscribed level of output (No). 

Settin(g up thm Lag-rangian expression, 

Z = wL + rK + A [No - AK' 1,. (4.10) 

the titst or:der conditions fOr- a constrained minimum 

(setting the partial derivitive of Z with respect to F, L 

and , to zero) are 

-- D z - r - -- N . 0 (4.11) 

- - - L - 0 (4.12) 

-+---- N-0 - AKz -0 (4.13) 
whe -T N AK N1 

ve N I- MP a, (IP is marginalhI- and )- " .- " 

.o'-JUCt ) ln:ut:Ling thuse into (4.11) and (4. 12) and moving 
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the price terms to the right and dividing (4.11) by (4.12): 

MPK r 

MP (4.14) 

Equation (4.14) is the familiar marginal productivity 

conditions for cost minimization. That is, the cost minimi

zing bank will equate the rate of the MPs of the factors of 

production (the rate of technical substitution--RTS-between 

the factors) 3 / to the ratio of their prices. 

A cost function can be established for the bank. 

Differentiating the production function with respect to the 

factor inputs yields, 

- IMPK = Aax K 1 (4.15) 

MPL = Ail KA Lfi-I (4.16) 

Inserting (4.15) and (4.16) into (4.14) yields 

r €w = uK-
(4.17)w i3K 

Rearranging (4.17) produces rI3K :-waL. Dividing both sides 

by ao yields the marginal productivity condition or 

r K WL1rK wL 
 (4.18) 

Equation (4.9) -- the cost identity--and (4.17) may be 

combincd to solve for the factor inputs in terms of cost. 

K L(= (4.19) 

1. ( 4 Ct' (4.20)
 

Sbstituting (4.19) and (4.20) into the production function 

_3/ - 3)N,' Rir, -RTS~5K 
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(4.18) yields a Cobb-Douglas cost fuicLion or reduced form
 

equation,
 
A j jNI/J c/j f/ 

SAl/i 007 N1 ~ rU wI (4.21) 

where j = Pc, (4.22)
 
This is the cost function of the hank. 
 The next section
 

will Look into the behavior of the bank as it relates to
 

credit rationing.
 

Credit Rationing
 

There have 
been extensive discussions of credit
 

rationing during 
the past three decades. This issue was
 

first raised as part of the "availability doctrine" during
 

the early F]t is 19,521. Since then the discussion of
 

Lationing has 
[ncusud on two issues: the existence and
 

empirical verification of credit rationing and the 
rationa-. 

lity 01 rationi nq crdt.,dit hy non-price means. Much Kf this 

dwhtato ormanated froi the assuminptions the different writers 

employed in modeling U.S. commercial banks. Mfy intention 

here is not to join this debate but to 9iean out the results 

of some of these studies and adapt them to the strucLure and 

institutional 5:asis ruralof financial intermediaries in
 

L[,Cs. My objectivC- is to show why cational rural 
financial
 

institntions will 
ration cr',di.t and attemnpt, later on, to 

test O:r the existence of suciih raL..io iii ng in Jamaica. 

Credit raLtiontingOCtULS it the demand for loans exceeds 

tne supply at the ruling loan rate, i.e., the existence o 
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excess demand for credit as shown in Figt,,re 3. Given the 

supply (S) and demand (D) for loans there exist an excess 

demand (D1 - Li ) at the rate r I . There are several forms of 

credit Lauioning. Disequilibrium or dynamic rationing
 

refers to teitiporary or transient rationing. Equilibrium
 

rationing, refers to permanent rationing. Much o1 the 

literature on rationing deals with the latter, and this is 

the 	 form of rationing that the present study is also con

cerned with. 

One can also distinguish non-interest rationing from 

non-price -itioning. A loan contract has t.hree attributes,
 

the explicit interest charged, the non-interest charges, and 

the non-price terms of the contract like the size of the
 

loan or the term-structure of the loan. The first 
 two 	 atti

butes constitute the price vector of the loan while 
the 	last
 

represents the non-price vector. Non-interest rationing 

deals with the use of the non-interest elements of the loan 

price vector to ration borrowers. That is, even though the 

contractual loan rat( might not change, the lender can 

impose certain costs on the borrower which in effect 

increases the borrower's transaction costs and thereby 

increase his borrowing cost. 4 / The literature that has 

discussed this type of ratio,-ing suggests that this usiaally 

results in prospectiv_ borro.ers being crowded out or 

rationed out of the markeu r39,4i,43,64,701. Non-price 

4 	 7/F--o a discussion jf borrowc- costs. see Adams and 
Nehman [2) 
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rationing, which is the main focus of this study, refers to
 

the use of other attributes of the loan other than price to
 

ration. From here on, unless specified, credit rationing
 

refers to non-price rationing.
 

Jaffee [52] credits the first important advance in the
 

theory of credit rationing to Hodgman's [461 comment 
on a
 

paper by Kareken [561 and Kareken's [57) subsequent reply.
 

Baltensperger [91 also attributes the initiation of the
 

"modern" credit rationing discussion Lo Hodgman [47]. 
 Other
 

contributors to the development of the theory have been
 

Miller [67], Friemer and 
Gordon [251 and most recently
 

Jaffee and Modigliani [53]. They show convincingly that
 

rational profit-maximizing banks may use 
some aspect of the
 

loan or the loan customer other than the price of the loan
 

to ration credit. These non-price characteristics of the
 

loan and the loan customer may include (1) size of 
the loan,
 

(21 maturity of the loan, (3) collateral required, (4)
 

length and value of the "customer relationship," (5) amount
 

of compensating balance and 
(6) the risk of partial or
 

complete default on the loan [52].
 

Jaffee [52], emphasizing the risk characteristics of
 

the customer as the rationin- criterion, concluded that
 

"because of 
usury laws and other social pressures against
 

high interest rates, substantia] rationing of high-risk
 

firms is antiaioated." Fremer and Gordon [25] also
 

stressed the riskiness ot cistomer loans as the credit 
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rationing criterion. But unlike Jaffee, they did not con

sider loan demand in their models. Jaffee and Modigliani 

[53] also emphasized the rate constraints on the difference 

between the interest rates that a bank can charge to dif

ferent customers as justification for credit rationing.
 

Hodgman [48,49], Kane and MalkieL [55], and Koskela 

[61, Chapter 6] have stressel the importance of the
 

"customer relationship" in determining who is rationed in 

periods of tight money. These studies give different, but
 

somewhat related, 
 reasons for this behavior, The customer
 

relationship argument can be justified, 
 however, if one 

considers the cost of information, or scLreening costs. The 

bank might find it costly to distinguish sufficiently 

het.wecn the risk characteristics of new borrowers. On the
 

other 
 hand, the bank already has information on its "old" 

customers and might not have to spend as much screening 

them. The rationality of a profit maximizing or cost

minimizing bank in prefer.ing "old" borrowers over "new" 

bor-owers can certainly be justified under these conditions. 

All these studies point to one general conclusion; that is, 

credit ratLoning tends to result in the reduction of loans 

to small, :-isky borrowers rather than large less risky 

borowers, and to new as opposed old borrowers. 

The Ja.fIfee andMod igliana study [531 is of utmost 

interest to present because ot itsthe stuniy emphasis on 

constraints on price scttirg, They point out that different 
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borrowers may differ with respect 
to their risk character

istics and their demand functions. In this case, if the
 

bank were free to set its own price, it would charge dif

fc:rent rates to these two borrowers. If, however, the bank 

(for whatever reason) charges identical rates to these uni

dentical borowers, the identical rate [or the groupstwo 


will be such that some customers' demands at that rate will
 

exceed the lender's optimal supply to them, that they
so 


will be rationed. Tnis can be extended to show that given
 

the structure and the institutional or policy framework
 

under which rural financial intermediaries operate they will 

indulge in credit rationing to optimize their objectives. 

The Model of Interest Rate Restrictions 

and Credit Ratioring in RFts 

The mocel first assumes that the bank faces two 

borrowers-- large and small, and that they each have a 
separate and identifiable demand for loans.5/ This assump

tion implies two separate markets for the bank. The tenabi

lity of market separation is well documented in the RFM 

literature. Small farmers usually lack information about 

alternative sources of formal credit. enders also usua]ly 

prufer not to lend to small farmers because of repayment 

risks and the lack of adequate collateral. The small farmer 

usually lacks the social and political clout that are 

5/ ihi-s dichotomy could be be twers enterpr i.ses (livest-ock
vs. cZrops) between regions, or between "new" and "old" 
borrowers. 
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sometimes important in determining who has access to inex

pensive credit.
 

The lender may also prefer to 
.end more to old and and
 

established borrowers 
(as against new borrowers) because of
 

the high cost of information (screening cost) mentioned
 

above. In such a situation when 
a borrower establishes him

self with a lender he might not want to leave for another
 

lender. The above suggests 
that the small and new borrowers
 

have relatively inelastic demand for credit. 
 Large
 

borrower-s, on the other hand, usuaIl.y have 
relatively more
 

infomation about alternative 
sources of credit, are ].ess
 

risky, possess more collateral and have more socia, and
 

po.itical clout. 
 The hank does not have to spend much to
 

screen "old" or established borrowers and, therefore, favors
 

them over new borrowers. These usually give the large and
 

"old" borrowers a more elastic demand curve.
 

A second assumption in the model relates to 
the total. 

cost ot lending to the two borrowers. Given the risk 

characterisics mentioned above, it might cost the bank more
 

to lend to the small and risky, or new borrower, than to the
 

large and less risky, or old borr.ower. Small farmers
 

usually r-equire more attention and help in filling out
 

application forms than large farmers. This means higher
 

costs to the lcnder. The information costs, mentioned 

above, ire usuailly very high and sometines prohibitive for
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lending to new borrowers. The foregoing suggest identifi

ably different costs of lending 
to small and new borrowers
 

on one hand, and to large and old borrowers on the other 

hand. It also implies that the average cost of lending may 

be higher for the small and new borrower while the marginal 

cost of lending to them may be higher and rises more
 

rapidly. The opposite holds for the large 
 and old borrower. 

A third assumption relates to the structure of the
 

market, it will be assumed that 
 the bank has some monopoly 

power. This assumption is also plausible because there 
are
 

usual].y few banks that lend to agriculture in LICs due to
 

the perceived risks 
and costs of lending to this industry. 

This reluctance to lend to agriculture has, in part, been 

responsible for the recent establishment of agricultural 

banks in most LICs and the frequent mandating of existing 

commercial banks to lend to agriculture. 

A fouroth assumption is that the bank attempts to maxi

mize expected profits. Profit maximization is consistent 

with the optimization of a utility function that is convex 

in "viability" because, as define] above, viability requires 

not only that the bank covers costs but also to maintain the 

real value of its portfolio over time, Profit maximization 

is also not inconsistent with the earlier assumed behavior
 

of cost mirnimization, si;ice cost minimi.7Zdtion is the "dual" 

of profit maximizatiorn, i.e., for the hank to maximize 
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expected profits to safeguard viability, it must produce
 

each output at minimum cost.
 

A fifth and final assumption, which has already been
 

stated, is that price rigidities or administered prices
 

prevail in the market for agricultural loans. Lenders are
 

usually forced to charge a uniform rate on all agricultural
 

loans. Another restriction which is often imposed on the
 

bank is a ceiling on this uniform interest rate.
 

The underlying assumptions are represented in Figure
 

4.3 and Figure 4.4, where MCI and DL are the marginal cost 

and demand curves for the s-a.] or new borrower; MC 2 and 

D2 are those for the large or "old" borrower. Size of loan 

granted to the borrowers are on the horizontal axis and 

interest 	 rate is measured on the vertical axis. 

Given the two separate markets with separate demands 

and costs, the banks' profits will be the difference between 

total revenues and total costs in each market, i.e., 

1 I + r2 2 - CL (11 C2 (L2 ) (4.23) 

where 7ris total profit, r is the interest rate charged in 

the respective market, L is the of loan and insize 	 C cost 

the respective mnarket. 
 The first order conditions for
 

profit maximization are:
 

- ..- = 0 (4.24)
D L
 

Z2a2 425)
 

2 2 	 ( . 5 
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That is, the profit maximizing bank wilt equate marginal
 

revenue and marginal cost in each market, which will result
 

in two different rates being charged each borrower.
 

Rationing
 

Given a uniform interest rate ceiling r, r becomes the
 

(horizontal) marginal and average revenue curve for the
 

bank. The possibility of rationing will depend on three
 

factors: the level of the ceiling, the marginal costs of
 

lending (which determines the supply curve), and the
 

6/ 7demand.- As shown in Figure 4.,- at a ceiling of 
r1 no
 

one is r1 , is
rationed because the marginal revenue, above
 

marginal cost in both markets. 
 At a ceiling of r2 ' however, 

the small borrower is rationed because, at that rate, there 

exist excess demand (Di - LI) in market I and the bank 

grants him a loan of size which is less than he isL1 

demanding ( 1). 

The large hot-rower, on the other hand is not rationed 

because his demand is satisfied with a loan 

of L2 . At yet a lower rate, r3 , both borrowers are
 

rationed because there is excess demand in both markets at
 

that rate. In the first instance, (r I ) the ceiling is not 

effective with respect to either borrowers, i.e., it is
 

above the rate that the bank wi 11 normally charge if it were 

6/ Rationing he :c refter ; 
than the size of loan 

to th- grant ing 
ieman(-at the 

of a ].oan 
rQe(Lusite 

smaller 
interest 

ratu . 
7/ This diiscilssion draws heavi-A.y rom ConzdLez-Vega 127,291 
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Large ("Old") Borrower Small (New) Borrower 

r 
MC1 

" L2/' DID Sie o 

Size of Loan D, 1.' 1,, L 1 D SizeLoan of 

E.n c.re!_- P:;i e ' rict ion; and 
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free to do so. In the second instance (r 2 ), the ceiling is 

effective only with respect to the small borrowers; and in 

the third (r3) , it is effective in both markets, 

The scenario that is more representative of RPMs is 

presented in Pigure 5. This is the situation where the 

ceiling is such that some borrowers (small and new) are 

rationed while others (large and "old") not. At theare 

ceiling, r 1 , the small borrower is rationed (D1 -- L1 ) but 

the large borrower is not. It can also be seen that as the 

ceiling is lowered to r 2 (becoming more restrictive), the 

size of the loan to the small (rationed) borrower becomes 

even smaller (L < L1 ) while the size of the loan to 
the 

large borrower gets larger ( 2 > 2.) The sma]] borrower's 

loan size gets smaller because his excess demand widens. 

The widening of this excess demand is due to the bUsic laws 

of supply and demand, i.e., at a lower rate the borrower 

demands more but the Lender is wilLing to supply less. The 

above is what 'onza Lez-Vega [27, p. 397; calls the "iron 

law of interest rate restrictions," i.e,, 

"As a ceil .ing imposed on loan rates becomes 
more restrict v.-?, the size of the loan granted 
to borrowers who are rationed declines and the 
size of the loans granted to borrowrs who are 
not rationed increases.'
 

It is also conceivable that when this ceiling rate 

falls below the average cost of landing to a hcrrower at all 

output Levels (loan sizes), the bank will drop (ration out) 

the particular borrower from his clientele. This implies 
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that the smaller Dorrower is more likely to be rationed out 

first since the marginal and average costs of lending to him 

are higher than is true for the large borrower. 

The reviewed literature on non-price rationing, and 

the above model, suggests that it is rational for rural 

financial institutions to ration credit to remain viable 

institutions, given interest rate ceilings. The character

istics of the loan or the loan cUstouer that might be used 

as the rationing device may include size of the loan, 

maturity of the loan, collateral required, whether a
 

borrower is a new or old customer, and risk of partial or 

complete default on the Loan. 

A hIypothesis 

The foregoing discussion logically leads to the 

hypothesis that with rising infLation (and therefore rising 

costs of loan administration and negative real rates of 

interest) and interest rate ceilings (restricting the capa

city to meet those rising costs), lenders will alter the 

growth and composition of their portfolio so as to maximize 

their objective function (A .e . , rofiits) mi nimize theiror 

losses (i .e , cont-ain the rate of increases of subsidies 

needed to function or actually reduce them). 

Even if the Lender is a public entity expected to 

service some broader soci-al goals, one can r-easonably assume 

that, in time, whatever source is gr~tnt~ing the subsid Les to 
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this lender (e.g., "foreign source or a government" budge

tary fiscal transfers) would expect to see and demand some
 

reasonably et.icient management of these subsidies so as to
 

contain their growth and drain on the public purse. This
 

implies that the lender will be driven, sooner or later,
 

into red.cing the risks and the costs in his portfolio so as
 

to limit the growth of subsidies.
 

This suggests that Lenders over time would want to
 

engage in the foLlowing behavior. 

1. Reduce the growth in the number of loans made. 

2. [ncretc; the number and amount of multiple loans 

to established clients. 

3. 	Reduce the rate of growth of Loans to new clients.
 

4. 	Concentrate the loan portfoliD into larger sized
 

loans (where administrdtive costs are less per unit
 

of 	money lent). 

5. Concent.rat- the Loan portfolio into larger sized 

farms (where presumably risks are less and returns
 

more certain).
 

6, Shorten the term stcucture of loans (to reduce 

losses associated with inflation). 

7, tncrease the col1ateLra], demanded (to reduce risk). 

8. Allocate loans on a regional or branch basis where
 

risk and costs are less. 

9. 	Shift the new loans int:o enterprise types tn-t 

reduce risk or Io .er costs, 
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This behavior could be expected to reduce the delin

quency or arrears rate; increase the 
rate of loan recoveries
 

(as a percent of operating expenses); and contain the rise
 

in operating expenses and 
the growth of required subsidies
 

(or in unusual cases perhaps lower them).
 

If for ,L)ne reason, the change in the portlolio com

position does not reflect the changes suggested above in (i)
 

through (9), then one would expect to see a rise in costs
 

and subsidies, an erosion in the real value of the total
 

portfolio, a rise in arrears 
and a decline in loan reco

veries. 
 This would in time create tensions between the
 

lender and the subsidizer and, very likely, a deterioration 

in staff morale and individual or group initiative or effi

cie~icy within the lending agency.
 

This scenario also suggests that some kind of political
 

pressure would have been brought to bear on the lender to 

force him to behave in a cost increasing fashion contrary to 

its no-mally expected bEhavior to maintain viability or 

survival irt a highly inflationary setting wfth interest rate
 

controls.
 



CHAPTER V
 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
 

This chapter presents tne sources of the data, and the
 

methodology used to meet the objectives of the study. 

Source of Data
 

The data used in this study were obtained from the
 

SSPDP. I spent a total of nine months (July 1980 - March
 

1981) in the Jamaica Development Bank in Jamaica collectiny
 

the data. The principal sources are audited and unaudited
 

financial 
statements, monthly expenditure statements,
 

including individual employee salary expense accounts, loan
 

account files, and other fi[es in the bank.
 

Extensive interviews with bank officials and staff were
 

conducted in the central office in Kingston and some of 
the
 

parish (branch) offices. These interviews, a survey of the 

bank's borrowers in St. Catherine, and informal discussions 

with bank staff and borrowers were helpful in gaining an 

appreciation of the operations of the institution. 

A1 monetary units are in Jamaican dollars. Exchange 

rates [ the various years are p'.esented in Appendix A.Lr 
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Methodc-1ogy
 

This section outlines the procedures used to achieve
 

the objectives of the study. By its nature and scope, a
 

major part of the study's objectives is met by the use of
 

descriptive or tabular analysis.
 

The first objective of identifying and measuring the
 

main components of lending costs is met by breaking the
 

total cost of lending into cost of funds, cost of loan
 

administration and risk cost. 
 Each component is measured as
 

a percentage of loans outstanding for the years 1974 to
 

1980.
 

The cost of funds is further broken down into direct
 

and indirect costs. The direct cost of 
funds is a weight:ed 

average of interest charges. Loan programs 269 and 317 

carry an explicit interest charge of 2.25 percent and a
 

service charge of 
.75 percent for a total of 3 percent.
 

Loan programs 359 and 516 both carry an interest charge of 2
 

percent. Each of these four loan tranches carry an addi

tional .5 percent commitment lee for the portion of the com

mitted loan not drawn dlown by the SSPDP. The commitment fee 

is ommitted from the interest charge calculations due to 

lack of. knowledge of how much of a loan program is drawn 

down at any point in time. For a particular year, the per

centage of each loan program's fund in the portfolio is used 

as a weight and multip].ied by the interest charge. The 

resultant costs are summed fo-r alL the different loan 
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programs to get the weighted average cost of funds, Fl, for 

the ith year.- Mathematically this is: 

5
 
.' i ) P. i. (5.L)


j=l 3 

where, 

Pj = 	 percent of the jth loan program's funds in 
the portfolio 

I. = 	 interest charge of the jth loan program. 

The indirect cost of funds is mainly personnel time expended 

in servicing the IDB loan contracts. The economics depart

ment of the bank is in charge of coLlecting information and 

writing reports to the IDB. The time cf the economist and 

his stafft expended in this function are multiplied by their 

r'espective annuaL sala-ies and summed. The sum is divided 

by the value of loans outstanding to come up with the 

indirect cost of funds, F2 i, for the ith year, i.e., 

n 
T S

F i ==ej (5.2)

2 Value of Loans Outsin the ith year (5.2) 

where, 

T =percent of eccnomics and statistics department
eploy time-1 e spent on servicing ID13 loan funds, 
a nd 

Sej = 	wages and salacies of the economics and 
statistics (]:pautmifen t employees, inc.uding the 
traivel and subsistence expe"nses of the economist. 

The nen-lac costs inclrL-uU by the bank in sezvicing th

loans 	 and thie iabr,) and non--labor costs incurred in 

I/ A 	clhdge O1 3 prc(c.nt is as:-i.4nk-] tc the Recovery loan 
(11d . 

http:prc(c.nt
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negotiating the loans could be included in are notF2 but 

due to inadequate information. 

The administrative costs are comprised of salaries and
 

wages, travel and subsistence expenses, supplies and
 

materials, rental of property (occupancy expense), utili

ties, furniru-re and equipment, management fees to JDB, and
 

other operating and maintenance expenses, which include
 

audit fees, stamp duty and registration, staff training, 

insurance,. and advertising. The salaries and wages and 

travel and subsistence expenses (and therefore administra

tive costs) do not include the portions of the operating 

expenses charged to the cost of funds (F.)) and those charged 

to risk ;-ost (R)) explbined below. The administrative costs 

(K.), so adl usted, are divided by the value loans out

standing in the respective years, i.e., 

'J 
 E. 
Kj= 
 (5.3)=VIale oF Loans Outstanding.
 

in the ith year
 

where, 

E = 	the jth operating expense adjusted to exclude 
1F2 and R2 . 

C. Risk cost is brolen down into two parts. Default 

cost (R1 ) which is an estimaLe of: the probabilistica Ly 

endangered part of the portfo io and an administrative 

port ion(R) comptising tho al . ceted personnel salaries 

andIag.s and t-rave :L and subs is! Ynce cx;, nsOS QXIpnded in' 

trying to col.ect delinquent Loans. Thi;s is 100 percent of 
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the above expenses attributable to the loan recovery offi

cers. Computationally R2 is: 

n 
S
 

R i = j=1 rj
2 Value of Loans Outstanding (5.4) 

in the ith year 

where,
 

rj = salaries of the loan recovery officers.
 

R1 is further broken into upper and Lower Limits reflecting 

the highest and lowest estimates of the probabil:ty of 

defaults used. The upper limit is derived from the probabi

lity that all loans in arrears more than 180 days will never 

be recovered; and the lower limit from Lhe probability that 

50 percent of the arrears greater than 180 days, and 50 

percent of the 91 to 180 days arrears will not be recovered, 

i.e., 

R, upper Arr. 
> 180 	 (5.5.1)
 

J. Z~Loans Outstanding 

where, 

Arr. > 180 = 	Value of loans in arrears for more than 
180 ays, 

R lower 
- [.5 (Arr. > 180)] + [.5 (91 < Arr. < 180)] (552)i. 	 Loans Outstanding( 

where, 

Arr. = in9-: < < 180 Value of loans arrea.-s bet.'.een 91 
and 180 days. 

Duo to this dichotomy, the tot.:I cost of lending is 

pr;.sented as range uj/per and lowera oC 	 limits. 
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Two alternative measures of average cost are computed.
 

The first is cost per dollar lent and the second, cost per
 

loan. This is achieved by dividing the administrative costs
 

(operating expenses) by the amount (value) of loans and the 

number of loans respectively for each year. Computationally,
 

1 
A Ii - L.(5AC =(5) ) 

1 

where,
 

ACi Average (administrative) cost per dollar lent
 
in the ith year, 

K. = Operating expenses for the ith year, and 

Li = The value of loans made in the ith year; 

K. 

AC 
2i 1

N. (5.7) 

where,
 

AC = Average (administrative) cost per loan in the 
ith year, and 

Ni = Number of loans made in the ith year, 

The above approach implicitly as! umes that administrative 

costs incurred in a particulal- year acrue as a result of 

only tme loans made in that yp ac; ther(eby disregardin-g the 

influence on cost oC previous years loans stAlL in the port

folio. A coro[tLary to this assumption is that the co3ts of 

a loan cThould be cha Uged to thme period during which the loan 

was made . Vh assLmlfl)t: ion obvioUi.]y int. oduces a 1:ias in 

these estimates of av,,rage coL. This bias is Larger the 

'aster thme lom portfolio is jro,'.inj and the 1, ,: the 
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share of medium and long term loans in the portfolio. The
 

average cost estimates are, however, important because they
 

give one an idea about relative efficiency, and the above
 

mentioned bias may not be that great since administrative
 

costs 
tend to be high at the time the loan is made.
 

Part of the evaluation of the factors influencing costs
 

(objective two) is 
achieved by objective one. By breakirg
 

the cost of lending into the three components for the period
 

1974 through .980, the contributions, to total costs, of
 

cost ot funds, administrative costs and risk cost over 
time 

can be verified. Of prime importance here are the admi

nistrative and risk costs. The salaries and wages, and tfe 

other operating expenses are perused tc ascertain how their
 

level and perctntage contribution to administrative costs 

have changed tfron 1974 to 1980.
 

The last and most important feature in evaluating the 

tactor:s behind administrative costs lies in disalgregating 

these costs, into the functional categories of loan pro

cessiiij, disbursement, monitoring/collection and 3upervision/ 

cechnicaL assistance. This is achieved by estimating the 

p,2rccntage cont:ibution of the functions to administrative 

costs (K). ldcally, this should involve the allocation of 

all the elements of operating expenses to these functi.ons. 

jhisi not possible, there fore, only the salaries and wages 

and tavel and subsi 2 tencc expt,n:,.. are al[ocated to the 

functi.ons. This should not unduly affect the results since 
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these two 
elements of operating expenses constitute the
 

major part of tota] administrative costs (i.e., they
 

averaged 70 percent of operating expenses from 1.974 
 to 

1980).
 

Procedurally, a work sheet was used to develop a repre

sentation of The annual activity of management to supplement 

the official job descriptions of the bank's officers. 

Another work sheet was used to develop a representation of 

the annual activity of the staff.l/ The Inanagement time 

allocation developed and the staff time allocation were sub

sequently used as th basis for allocating personnel, 

salaries and wages, and travel and subsistence e.perkses to 

the di Fferent functions ot loan processing, dishursement, 

monitoring and cole ction , an suapervision and techunical 

assistance. The procedure used to compile data for the two 

work sheets identical that staff timewos except distribu

tion was made by irst Level supervisors and the sta ff 

members themselves.3/ The dolL.ar total for each function is 

divided by the total allocated salaries and wages, and tra

vel and subsistence expenses to come up with their represen

tative pec.ce ntage con tr ibution to administrative costs, for 

the 1975/76 and 19)79/80 Liscal vears. '['he arre.rs situation 

2/ -Tis procure is sivnii ar to the techniques employed in
the Lorml.tion of the Functional Cost Analysis 1241 of
the FederaL I<eserv syst-m. Th ,sc entie extensive 
inu:vi.uws witb management, staff an] selected parish 
of Fices, 

3/ Managemnt here re ers to al t officers, and sta ff refers 
to ther eml.)oyees, 
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of the SSFDP is critically reviewed to ascertain its impact 

on risk costs. 

To assess the influence of the structure and level of 

lending costs on the financial viability of the credit 

agency (Objective Three) requires knowledge of the income 

side of the income statement. This will be checked to see 

if the institution generated enough income to cover costs. 

If not, what are the subsidies that keep the institution 

"afloat"? Administrative and risk (default) costs reign 

very high in this area because they are the main components 

of costs over which management have some control. 

vy overall experience in the collection of the data is 

drawn upon to make a judgement about the adequacy of inter

nal information flows for the effective control and manage

ment of lendinj costs (Objective four). 

A basic cost function will be estimated to meet 

Objective six. 

Form of the ckst Function 

'he e t,- r: , I cost func: ion 1:o,)c which output -Ind other 

var i.lt.es must be s;evifted is: 

C - f (y, 0, P, U:) (5.8) 

where, 

C = administrative cost per pcriod (year) 

Z = rate o! output per period 
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0 = output homogeneity variables that account for the 

fact that Y is not a homogeneous measure 

P = factoLr prices
 

U = other unspecified factors 

Output 

Following Benston 113,14] and Beli. and Murphy [Il., 

output is defined as what the SSFDP does that causes it to 

incur costs, namely, making loans. The number of loans, 

therefore, is used as the measure of output. 

Output liomogoneity (0) 

iBel l and Murphy in yet another study [121 aLgue that 

for many bank Cunctionsr the "account" is not a homogeneous 

unit of output; accounts differ in size, activity and com

position. [For examp.e, large accounts a-e usually afforded 

more services anld hence, are more costly to handce. 

Similarly, accounts that are more active require greater 

resources to process and, thus, incur costs. Thishi(gher 

might he tr ue in commercial baiking, but in the R.'PM litera-

ture thu arjument is that costs decrease "s the sizu of loan 

increases. Thi: is basically becdase small Loars are 

usually qr, nted to sma.l. and inexpe.riencd farmers whi l.e 

large loans ace usu.a l.y associated with Large and expeLi

aenced [armerS. ";onzz a.Y-Vrq.a [ 271 aunes tha t admini stra.

tive costs a r h,.gb r for saw 1.1_&or [a rmue r s beca use tley 

usual.ly neud Ict ass in ana GE .tance pruparing investment 

http:usual.ly
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plan and in completing loan applications. He also contends
 

that costs of collecting from small farmers tend to be
 

higher partl.y because small farmers usually lack collateral
 

and own resources of lower quality. To test this proposi

tion, the average-size-of-loans per period is added as an
 

output homogeneity variable.
 

Factor Prices (P)
 

Banks use both Labor and non-labor resources in pro

ducing Loans and other services. Two variables are used to
 

account for this, namely a wages index and 
materials price
 

index per period. For the wages index, the average wages
 

and1 salaries iod is used Thepe LPe (year) . implicit GDP
 

deflator is used as the materials price index,
 

Other Factors (J)
 

it seems advisable 
to consider various conditions under
 

which 
cost might be higher or lower after adjustment for all 

the var iab[,s d0scussed above. Given the nature of lending
 

to agriculture., one 
such category should be increased cost
 

due to loan risks. The main component of risk in lending to
 

agricu!ture is default. 
 The-efore, the r-iskiness variable 

should Go const.uuct6o with some niiasucu of defanLt or 

delinquency. One measur_ Lhe race.s::ch is arcreacrs Another 

a.ea sut cou.ld ho the a] owa ceor bad dubt. A[ one .ss nmes 

that the figure sot aside by thi Lnnk truly retlects the
 

riskincus of the loan portfolio, then tAis becomes a good
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indicator of risk. In reality, however, banks, 
for obvious
 

reasons, tend to underestimate this. Consequently the 
use
 

of this measure might underestimate risk. This and the ease
 

of the measurement of arrears rates make the use of arrears
 

rates a bettor choice as the riskiness variable.4/
 

Based nk the theoretical model presented in Chapter IV
 

and the studies cited above, [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 161 it 

will be assumed that the endogenous variables have a 

multiplicative relatLonship. A Cobb-Douglas type function 

is, therefore, used as the functional relationship (form) of
 

the model.
 

The Model 

Based on the foregoing the cost function to be esti

mated for the institution is: 

IR5 VuC = AN l S"'2 Wit3 tl44 (5.9) 

where,
 

C = administrative cost of lending to agriculture 

N = number of loans 

S = average size of loans 

W = wage index 

M = mat,.rials price index 

R = arred-s te
 

A,~ i = paraimneters
 

U erroc trLrm.
 

4/ Arroars as a percentage of loans outstanding. 
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This cost function can be traosformed into a 1.Aear
 

model by taking logarithms. The result is:
 

Log C = logA + a logN + a 2logS + a 3logW + a4 logM + 

U5 logR + U 	 (5.10) 

Using Equation (5.9) the expected signs are:
 

1) 	 i C > 0
 
id N
 

2) 	 A C 0 a n-s
 

3) oC > 0
 
W
 

4) 	 jC

3 M
 

5) j C > 0
 
5R 

The hypotheses to be tested, therefore, will be:
 

1-0 : <--0, i = 1, 3, 4, 5, 

ifa i > 0, 1= 1, 3, 4, 5,
 

Ho: 2 > 0
 

la : 2 < 0
 

One-tailed t-tests a'e used to test these hypotheses.
 

Marq-i'nal cost, 5TC , can be calculated as follows:
 
jN 

Using Fquati.on (5.9): 

:TC -2 C% 4% 

AN S W M R 

* TC 
=1. 	 N (5.11) 

where is the estimated value o and TC and N are the 

mean values of: the respetivo variabJ.es. 

http:variabJ.es
http:Fquati.on
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Time series data for 1974-80 are used in the 

regressions.
 

Objective five, investigating the existence of credit
 

rationing, is met by looking at changes in 
 the loan port

folio characteristics whose changing yrowth and distribution
 

is hypothesi. ed to reflect lender behavior to reduce risks
 

or lower costs. 

Stock vs. Flow 

In measuring the changing loan portfolio character

istics over time one can use stock or flow measures. Stock 

measures refer to the total accumulated percentage distribu

tion in some end of year haLance sheet. This includes not. 

only the accumulation of that year's allocation of loans (by 

loan size or entrprise Lype or farm size, etc...) but all 

the previous years as well. Flow measures reveal only that 

allocation associated with the year (or quarter) i.n
 

question. The latter Measure captures the changing port

folio (and lender behavior) mix more sharply and more 

quickly than the former. One's choice of using, one or the 

other may depend on data availabili ty but, in general, the 

flow data are preferable since they sh&' more visibly, the 

changini lender behavi.or (i.e., the changing portfolio mix) 

year by year., ree from tuo influence of prev ius years' 

allocations, For these reasons, flow are used inmeasures 

http:behavi.or
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this study. The selected periods of time will be 1975 vs.
 

1980.
 

specifically, I look at changes in:
 

1. 	number of loans,
 

2. 	number of farmers serviced,
 

3. 	multiple loans to old farmers vs. new loans to new
 

farmers, 

4. 	loan size distribution.
 

5. 	enterprise type distribution,
 

6. 	number of amount of total loan portfolio by farm 

size categories, 

7. 	 length of term structure of loan portfolio, 

8. 	regional (or branch) distribution ot number and 

amount of total loan portfolio, and 

9. 	collateral required.
 

Loan Size Distribution 

When measuring chanaing loan size distributions in an 

irIfLationary setting, one has to be careful in using the 

nominal loan size distributions bv ].oan size categories over 

two 	points in time. Two methods exist to deal with this: 

(i) deflate the totai portfolio in the latter year, loan by 

loan, a-'dcthen allocate within the previously established 

loan size categories; (2) use the percent of loans 

accountiing for percent of loen value method. The former is 

a cumbersomce and difficult procedure. The latter is more 
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simple and feasible. By the latter method one first makes 

sure one has a sufficient number of disaggregated loan size 

categories so that one does not have too iarge a percent in 

any one class. Also, one has Lo be sure one has a suf

ficiernt numbr of larger size categories to capture the 

possible shi:'.] into Lhese categories in the latter years. 

Then one can poi.t (.)It, for example, how the lowest three, 

four or ive percent of- the number of loans in the earlier 

years account for a given percent of the total amount ($) of 

loans (say, four percent); then one can compare this with 

the latter yeai to see if the percentage of number of loans 

is associated with a greater or lesser percent of the amounc 

of loans. This latter method is vhat is employed in this 

study. 

Finaliy, it ieeds to be pointed out that the approach 

taken in measuring credit rationing (survey technique) is a 

second best approach. One needs iLorinacion on loan supply 

and demand in order to es tab [ish directly the existence of 

c redit rationing . However, as Sealey [811 has pointed out, 

"even thomj h such data aru obLinable in pr Inc ip.e, no such 

data are currently ava I.Vl. nor are likely to be in the 

foreseeable lutar:-." To cithumvenL is problem various 

indirect apprcac.iies have been adopted in the literature to 

test for crudit rationing. Se..Ley points out again that 

survev tcchni(ue; or proxy measur-es are among the most suc

cessful. npruac.es used to date. HarTris [40,42,431 , for 

http:npruac.es
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example, employs survey techniques and the Federal Reserve's 

"Quarterly Survey of Changes in Bank Lending Practices" in 

establishing the existence of credit rationing. Given data 

constraints and the success with which others have 

established the existence of credit rationing with survey 

techniques, it is an appropriate methodology in meeting 

Objective five.
 



CHAPTER VI
 

RESULTS OF COSTS OF LENDING ANALYSIS
 

This chapter presents the results and analysis of the 

costs of lending of the SSFDP. it is divided into two main 

parts. The first part presents the levels and structure of
 

lending costs. The next section presents analyses of the
 

factors affecting these costs, notably administrative and
 

risk costs.
 

Costs of Lending 

Cost of Funds
 

The estimated cost of funds [or the SSFDP from 1974 to 

1980 are presented in Table 7. The direct cost of funds 

decreased continuously from 3 percent in 1974 to about 2.4
 

percent in 1.980, for a period average of about 2.8 percent. 

The indirect cost of funds also declined from .15 percent in 

1974 to .11 percent in 1980, averaging .12 percen t. These 

add to a total cost of funds which declined from about 3.2 

percent in 1974 to about 2.5 peL'cent in 1980, for an average 

of 2.9 percent.i/ 

.1, The cost of funds estimai:es do not include commitment 
fees, the non-Labor costs incurred in servicing the loan 
f-inds and the labolr and non-labor costs incurred in 
negot4.ating the loans. The labor and non-labor costs 
are, however included in the Administrative costs. 

82 
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Table 7. 	 Self-Supporting Farmers Development Program:
 
Costs of Funds as Percentages of Loans
 
Outstanding, 1974-1980.
 

Costs of Funds 
Direct Indirect Total 

Year (A) (B) (C=A+B) 

a /
1974 3.00 .15 	 3.15
 

1'75 2.99 .14 	 3.13
 

L976 2.93 .14 	 3.07
 

1977 2.83 .11 	 2.94
 

1978 2.67 .10 	 2.77
 

1929 2.48 .11 	 2.59
 

1980 2.35 .11 	 2.46
 

Average 2.75 .12 	 2.87
 

a/ April 	 t- December (9 months) 

Source: 	 Computed with unpublished data from the Jamaica 
Development Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers 
Devclopment Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 

http:19743.00
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The main reason for this decline is the fact that the
 

I,-' two loan contracts of the SSPDP with IDB (359 and 516)
 

were negotiated at a l.ower interest charge than the previous 

two lolns (269 and 31.7). Loans 269 and 317 carLt ed all 

interest charge of 3 percent while 359 and 516 were nego

tiated at a i,percent rate of interest. Trhe direct cost 

(interest charge) estimates are weighted averages, and as
 

the percentage of the higher cost 269/317 Loans decline in
 

the portfolio with time, the direct cost of funds is bound
 

to deciine to reflect the percentage increase in the lower
 

cost 359/516 loans. These costs of funds are highly sub

sidized, obviously, since they do not reflect the oppor

tunity cost of the funds. It should also be noted that the 

cost of funds to the SSFDP were cheaper than if the funds 

were to have been mobilized, fr,, the pubLic. The rates the 

commercial. banks paid on saving deposits in Jamaica, for 

example, rose fro, 7 percent in 1979 to 9 percent in 

Feruary 1980, while the Bank of Jamaica Rediscount Rate 

increased from 9 percent in 1979 to 11 percent in January 

1980.
 

Costs of Loan Administration 

The adijusted administrative costs of the SSFDP ranged 

from about R per.J{n . loans in toof outstand ing 1974 14 

percent 1. 1980, for a period averace of a little more than 
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Table 8. Self-Supporting Farmers Development Program: 
Administrative Costs as Percentages of Loans
 
Outstanding,a/ 1974-1980. 

Year A- iiTh strative Costs
 

1974b/ 7.96
 

1975 12.32
 

1976 11.16
 

1977 12.24 

1978 10.68
 

1979 11.67
 

1980 14.27
 

Average 11. 47 

a/ Adjusted for administrative costs charged to cost of 

funds (Table 2) and risk costs (Table 4). 

b/ April to Decemer (9 months) 

Source: Computed with unpublished data from the Jamaica 
Development Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers' 
Development Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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Ii percent (Tl'able 8).2/ Data in Table 8 shows fluctuations
 

in administrative costs 
but the trend was clearly upward.
 

It 	is difficult to compare administrative costs between
 

institutions or programs for lack of comparability in what
 

the institutions do and report as administrative costs.
 

Nevertheless, the level of administrative costs of the SSFDP
 

appear to be relatively high. As pointed out in Chapter
 

Il[, the WorLd Bank 1975 Agricultural Sector Policy paper 

estimated the administrative cost of an efficient institu

tion making medium and long term loans tc large farmers to 

be 	 about 3 percent. It placed the estimate at between 7 

percent and 10 percent for an institution providing short 

and long term credit to small farmers [981. 

Risk Costs 

The risk costs are the most difficult to estimate since 

the default cost entailed a judgement about the probabilis

tically endangered oart of the portfolic. Table 9 presents 

the risk costs. The Lower limit default cost ranged from a 

little more than 7 percent of loans outstanding in 1976 to 

18 percent ii' 1980 with the upper limit ranging from 13 per

cent to 31 percent for the same period. The average lower 

and upper limit default costs for the period 1974 to 1980 

were l, and 19 percent of loans outstanding, respectively. 

The r.sk administrative cost increased from about .5 percent 

2/ 	 Adjusted to exclude administraitive costs charged to cost 
of funds and risk costs. 
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Table 9. Self-Supporting Farmers Development Program: 
Risk Costs as Percentages of Loans
 
Outstanding, 1974-1980. 

RISK COSTS
 

DEFAULT (A) ADMIN. TOTAL (C=A+B)
 
Lower 	 Upper rower Upper
 
Limit 	 Limit Limit Limit 

Year (1) (2) (B) (AI+B) (A2+B) 

1974a/ 11.70 14.03 .45 12.15 14.48 

1975 9.05 17.60 .79 9.84 18.39 

1976 7.54 13.18 .79 8.33 13.97 

1977 8.12 14.00 .70 8.82 14.70 

1978 10.68 13.20 .66 11.34 18.86 

1979 14.11. 28.03 .92 15.03 28.95 

1980 18.02 31.29 .88 18.90 32.17
 

Average 11.32 [9.48 .74 12.06 20.22 

a/ April 	 to December (9 months) 

Source: 	 Computed with published and unpublished data from 
the Jamaica Development Bank's Self-Supporting 
Farmers' Development Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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in 1974 to .9 peLcent in 1980, for an average of .7 percent. 

The total risk costs declined from 12 percent (lower limit) 

and 14 percent (upper limit) in 1974 to 8 percent and 13 

percent in 1976 only to increase continuously to 19 percent 

and 32 perceit in 1980. The average lower and upper total 

risk costs w re 12 percent and 20 percent, respectively. 

Th risk costs are high and, therefore, the probabili

ties of default used in generating them may seem unreason

able. They may not be unreasonable, however, if one 

compares them with the estimated uncollectable loans by the 

external auditors of the SSFDP. As part of the IDB loan 

agreement, the (government of Jamaica is required to reim

burse the SW' WI.'tr0any urcollcItable loans. Estimates of 

these uncollectables are made by' the external auditors and 

are included in the audited financial statements of the 

program. For fiscal years 1974, 1975 and 1976, when these 

estimates were explicitLy separated fcom the "loans 

receivable account," it increased from $5.6 million in 1974 

to $6.4 million in 1975 and $6.2 mil. Lion in 1976.3/ From 

fiscai year L1977 th~e accounts only ref lected the actual 

payments received from the government with respect to the 

estimated unco lectahles. This payment was about $630 

thousand in 19V7, increasing to a total of 2.4 mill.ion in 

1978 and 4.7 million in 1979. The irrears situation o the 

SSFDP, discussed later in this chapjter, will shed more light 

3/ FiscaL years end on March 31st. 
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on the risk exposure of the program and show that the esti

mates of 
risk cost presented above may not be unreasonable.
 

Total Cost of Lending 

From the foregoing, the total cost of lending of the
 

SSFDP ranged from about 23 
percent of loans outstanding to
 

almost 49 percent from 1974 to 1980. 'Phe average total cost
 

of lending for the period is in 
the range of 26 percent and
 

35 percent, 
as shown in Table 10.4/ Information in Table 10 

shows that risk costs were the major contributor to this 

high cost of lending, followed by administrative costs and 

the cost of funds for the entire period studied. It is also 

evident from this table that, with 
tne exception of the cost 

of funds, total costs and its components all increased from 

1974 co 1980. 

Average Costs of Lendinq
 

Two menisures of average costs are presented in Table 

1I. The iVirst measure, cost per loah, increased steadily 

from close to $1,500 in 1975 to more than $5,000 in 1980, 

The second measure, cost per dollar lent also from $.30rose 


in 1975 to $.69 in 1980. It was actually $.76 in 1978. The 

1974 figures for the average cost measures are abnormally 

high as should he expected. They represent the first 9 

months of the administration of the SI)D by the JDB, when 

only 2 [9 loans wnrw: made with substantial overhead costs. 

4/ ]it. JIo not ~include the cost of nftLation in reducing
t1)(? purcllasing power of the loan purtfolio. 
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Table 10. Self-Supporting Farmers Development Program:
Total Lending Costs as Percentages of Loans 
Outstanding, 1974-1980. 

___COST MiS 
_

Risks (C) Total (D=A+B+C)
Admini- Lowe r Upper Lower Upper 

Fund,; strative LimILt Limit Limit Limit 
Year (A) (B) (CI) (C2) (A+B+CI) (A+B+C2) 

1974a/ 3.15 7.96 
 1'. 15 L4,48 23.26 25.59 

1975 3.13 22.,32 9.84 18.39 25.29 33.84 

1976 3.07 11.16 8.33 13.97 22.56 28.20 

1977 2.94 22.24 8.82 14.70 24.00 29.88 

1978 2.77 10.68 11.34 18.86 24.79 32.31 

1979 2.59 11.67 15.03 28,95 29.29 43,21 

1980 2.46 14.27 18.90 32. 17 35.63 48.90
 

Average 2.87 1J..47 12.06 20.22 26.40 34.56 

a/ April to DecembeL (9 months) 

Source: Tables 3 and 4. 
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Table 11. Self-Supporting Farmers Development Program: 
Average Costs of Lending, 1974-1980.
 

AVERAGE COSTS 
Year Cost Per Loan Cost Per DI--a- Lent 

1974 a / 3,807 .80 

1975 1,472 .30 

1976 1,573 .29 

[977 1,797 .39 

1978 3,789 .76 

1979 3,389 .71 

1980 5,171 .69 

a/ April to December (9 months) 

Source: Computed with unpublished data from the Jamaica 
Developinent Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers' 
Development Program, Fingstoo, Jamaica. 
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From 1975 onwards, however, one would expect a decline in 

the average cost measures as the number and value of loans 

i-icrease.
 

The number and value uE loans did increase from 1975 to 

1977, but so did cost per loan and cost per dollar lent. 

This is an iidication of the percentage increase in cost for
 

this period exceeding the percentage increase in the number 

and value of loans. The increases in the average cost 

figures from 1977 to 1980 are sharper, reflecting not only 

the incr.ease in cost but also a sharP decline in the number 

and value of loans. This implies the existence of excess 

capacity. Thesc, resuIts point clearly to a high degree of 

relative inefficiency in the operation of the SSFDP. 

It has already been ascertained that risk costs and 

administrative costs were the two major components of the 

cost of lending from 1974 to 1980. The next section probes 

the factors that influenced these two cost items. 

Factors Affecting Costs of fending 

Factors Influencing Administrative Costs 

Total op2r.-ting uxpenses (administrlative costs) 

increased steadily from $834 thousand in 1974 to about $4 

millior in 1980 (Table 12). The most important component of 

administ,:ative cost was salnries and wages. Not only did 

salaries and wages jcow in aibsolute terms, slightly more 

than $350 thousand in 1974 to a;.nost ,?2 mi. .ion in 1980, bit 
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Table 12. 	 Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program:
 
Total Operating Expenses, 1974-1980 ($Thousand)
 

YEAR 
 __EXPENSES
 

1974a/ 834
 

1975 1,559
 

1976 1,908
 

1977 2,729
 

1978 2,853
 

1979 3,104
 

1980 	 3,909
 

a/ April to December
 

Source: Same as Table 8
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their relative importance also rose from 42 percent of total 

administrative costs in 1974 to about 50 percent in 1980.
 

It was as high as 59 percent in 1976 as shown in Table 13. 

The next important component of administrative costs was 

travel and si bsistence expenses. It also increased fron 

about 14 per:cent of operating expenses in 1974 to about 20 

percent in 1980 with its highest proportion bei-i 24 percent 

in 1979. The next e)xpense items following in order of 

importance are the management fees paid to the JDB, occu

pancy expenses (rental of property), furniture and equip

ment, and supply and material expenses. Other operating 

expenses felt from about 15 percent of total administrative 

costs in 1974 to less than 4 percent in 1976 and rose to 

about 16 percent in 1980. 

The breakdown of adiinistrative costs by the functions 

of loan processing, disbursement, monitoring and collection, 

and supervi.!ion and technical. assistance is presented in 

Table 14. Supervision and t:echnical issistance accounted 

for the2 larest share of :idministrative costs, 34 percent in 

.1975/76 and 33 percent in 1979/8). it is followed by moni

toring and collection which was responsi'hle for about 27 

percent and slightly more than 281 percent in 1975/76 and 

1979/80, respectively. Loan processing is next in impor

tance accountilng lor some 26 per!Ccent in both periods. Loan 

diisbur-semen t accounted for the remaining 13 percent in 

197/76 and 1979/80, F'or all practical purposes, this shows 
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Table 13. Self-Supporting Farmers Development Program: 
Percentage Distribution of Operating Expenses,
1974-1980£/. 

_Item/Y7e-ar 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
 

Salaries &
 
Wages 42.0 55.3 F8.8 56.9 52.7 54.6 49.5
 

Travel Expen.
 
& Subsistence 14.4 15.3 15.5 14.5 20.2 23.6 19.5
 

Supplies &
 
Materials 4.7 1.7 1.5 1.9 2.4 3.4 3.6
 

Rental of 
Property 6.3 6.7 8.3 4.0 3.8 3.9 2.5
 

Public Util
ity Services 0.8 1.4 2.8 1.7 2.2 2.6 2.3 

'urniture & 
Equipment 5.7 2.8 1.2 0.8 1.3 0.7 0.4 

ManaJem11ent 
Fees 11.7 7.6 8.3 7.7 8.7 7.9 6.6
 

Other Oper.
 
& Maint. 
Expenses 14.5 9.9 3.7 12.5 8.8 3.3 15.8
 

Total Operating 
Expenses 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

a/ April to December (9 months) 

b/ Columns may not sum up to 100 due to rounding. 

Source: Computed with unpublished data from the Jamaica 
Development Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers'
 
Development Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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Table 14. Self-Supporting Farmers Development Program: 
Functional Distribution of Administrative Costs,
 
1975/76a/ and 1979/80ai/ (Percent of Total)
 

Function 1975/76 1979/80 Average 

Loan ProcessLng 26.0 25.6 25.8 

Loan DisbursL'nent 12.9 12.7 12.8 

Monitoring/Collection 26.8 28.4 27.6 

Supervision/Technical Asst. 34.3 33.3 33.8 

SuM 
 100.0 100.0 100.0
 

a/ April to March
 

Source: Computed with unpublished data from the Jamaica 
Development Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers' 
Development Program, Kinaston, Jamaica. 
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no change in the distribution of the resources available to
 

the SSFDP to the different functions; in the face of
 

mounting delinquency and default problems discussed in the
 

next section.
 

['actors Influencing Risk Costs: A Digression on
 
Delinquencies and Defaults
 

The main component of the risk cost, default cost, is
 

derived lrom the probabilistically uncollectable delinquent 

loans or loans in arrears. The arrears situation of the 

SSF'DP from 1974 to 1980 is presented in Tables 15 and 16.
 

Two measures of arrears are presented. In panel A is pre

sented arrears rate I, which shows arrears as a percent of 

loans outstanding at the end of the year. Panel B presents
 

arrears rate II or arrears as a percent of the payments due 

during the year. The latter measure, arrears rate II, not 

only shows mo r sharply the severity of the arrears problem, 

but it also shows how misleading acrears rate I (i.e., 

arrears as a percentage of loans outstanding) can be for 

early detection of the problem. 

Table 15 shows the arrears problem of the SSFDP to be 

very severe with 75 percent of the loans due in 1975 in 

arrears. This arrears rate rises continuously to 83 percent 

in 197 3, declining slightly to 74 percent in 1980. The 

deterioration in the arrears sicuation is also evident from 

Pane I A, wher(e at'L'S are about 16 pe-ce)nt of loans 

outstanding in 1)74 hut increases to about 42 percent in 
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Table 15. 	 SelE-Supporting Farmers Development Program:
 
Arrears Rates of All Overdue Loans as Percentages

of Loans Outstanding (1-Panel A) and of Amounts
 
Due (I1-Panel B), 1974-1980.
 

Program 	 19 7 4a/ 1975a/ 1976a/ 1977a/ 19 7 8a/ 1 9 79b/ 1 9 8 0b/
 

Panel A - Rate I
 

269/317 .6.2 21.3 28.5 38.7 47.9 
 54.6 59.2
 

359 .4 .5 2.4 5.9 16.3 32.1 42.L
 

516 
 3L.2
 

Recovery 
 6.1 6.2 18.3 44.5 49.7
 

Portfolio 15.6 16.8 16.6 18.9 24.4 
 39.3 41.9
 

Panel B - Rate II
 

269/317 75.6 79.0 84.9 87.0
 

359 39.8 52.8 70.5 79.9
 

516
 

Recovery 78.1 83.1 91.7
 

Portfolio 
 75.4 77.0 82.4 83.7 57.5* 73.5
 

a/ Extrapolated linearly from fiscal year rates.
 

b/ December 31
 

Source; CoI outed with data f-omn the Jamaica Development 
Bank's Self-Supporting Faainers' Development 
Progjram, Audited Uinancai. Statement and 
Supplementary ,f1.or-maton, various years; and 
other unpublished data fromre same, Kingston, 
J araaica. 
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1980. A perusal of Table 15 shows that the arrears problem 

affected all four IDB loan programs and the recovery loan 

program as well. The arrears rate for loan programs 269/317 

rose from 16 percent of loans outstanding in 1974 to more 

than 59 percent in 1980. The rate for loan program 359 rose 

from .4 percent to 42 percent for the same period. The 

recovery loan program's arrears rate, increased from 6 per-

cent in 1976 to almost 50 percent in 1980. An interesting 

finding is that since the inception of loan 359, each suc

ceeding loan program's arrears rate begins at a higher 

level, then deturiorates more quickly. Loan program 359 

began with an aLrears rate o .4 percent of loans 

outstanding in 1974 while the recovery loan program's rate 

began at 6 percent in 1976. The last loan program of the 

SSFDP (i.e., 516) oegan with a 31 percent arrears rate I in 

1980.
 

It is usually accepted that arrears on loans less than 

90 dlays overdue may Not pose any serious threat to a loan 

port folio. It is those loans more than 90 days overdue that 

should he alarming. Table 6 pr2sents the same information 

puese~nted in Table 15 using only the loans that are moLe 

than 90 days in arr:ears. It is evilent from tnis table that 

tle sev, ,7ity O the 'S[I)P arrea rs probLem is no less if one 

only Looks At loans moce than 90 days ovordue, In fact, 

this measure generLs results similac to the ear.lier 

measure (i.e., all arrears regard ass of time overdue). For 
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Table 16. Self-Supporting Parmer's Development Program: 
Arrears Rates of Loans Over 90 Days Overdue as
 
Percentages of Loans Outstanding (f-Panel A)
 
and of Amounts Due (II-Panel B), 1975-1980.
 

Program 1974b/ 1975a/ 1976a/ 1 9 7 7 a/ 1 9 7 8a/ 1 9 7 9b/ 1980b/
 

Panel A - Rate I
 

269/317 21.0 25.4 35.2 44.6 54.5 55.9
 

359 .4 1.0 3.3 11.9 31.9 37.1
 

516 23.1
 

Recovery 1.7 3.4 13.6 44.5 43.9
 

Portfolio 16.2 14.3 15.9 20.6 39.1 36.0
 

Panel B - Rate II 

269/317 74.6 70.8 76.8 81.0 

359 24.0 22 3 38.2 56.5 

51b 

Recovery 25.0 42.8 65.7 

Portfolio 73.0 66.1 68.9 70.7 57.3* 63.2 

a/ Extrapolated linearly from fiscal year rates.
 

b/ lecember 31 

Source: Same as Table 9. 
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example, the arrears rate was about 58 percent for all loans
 

overdue and 57 percent for 90 days overdue in 1979. This
 

shows that, not only were these rates high and deteriorating
 

but also, a high percentage of them were probabilistically
 

endangered. The probability of default increases the 
longer
 

a loan remains in arrears.
 

Table 17, using fiscal year figures, sheds more light
 

on the aging of the SSFDP arrears. It shows that 
95 percent 

of all the loans in arrears in fiscal year 1975 were more 

than 180 days overdue. The 180 days or more overdue loans 

were 94 percent of total arrears in 1976, 69 percent in 

1977, 73 percent in 1978 and 72 percent in fiscal year 1979. 

The arrears problem of the SSFDP was not restricted to 

only a few branches but rather permeated the entire program. 

It can be seen from Table 18 that all the branches or land 

a utL har i Li.e ×per+i net.~d hikg h arrears rates Cla remont wh ; h 

had a relatively better arrears picttre saw its arrears as
 

percetnta es of loans outstanding drop from 8 percent in 

fiscal 1975 to 7 percent Ln 1976 and 6 percent in 1977 only
 

to rise again to 9 percent and 20 percent in fiscal 1978 and 

1979, respectively. Port Antonio, with the worst 
arrears
 

situation during this peL~iod, had rates ianging between 20 

percent and 42 percent of loans outstanding in 1977 and 

1979, respectively. 

It was these pervasive and hi.,h levels of arrears rates 

with the major part of them probabllistically uncollectable 
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Table 17. Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Agirig of Arrears as Percentages of All Overdue 
Loans, Fiscal Years, 1975-1979.a/
 

PERCENT
 
Days in Arrears 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
 

1 - 90 1.9 3.7 17.7 16.0 15.5
 

90 - 180 	 3.1 2.5 12.9 1.1.2 12.8 

Greater than 180 	 95.0 93.7 69.4 72.8 71.7
 

All Over 	Due 100 100 100 100 100
 

a/ Years 	ending March 31. 

Source: 	 Computed with data from the Jamaica Development
 
Bank's Self-Supporting Farmer's Development
 
Program, Audited Ffnancial Statement and 
Supplementary Information, various years, Kingston, 
Jamaica. 
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Table 18. Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Arrears Rates as Percentages of Loan Outstanding
 
Within and By Land Authority (Branch), Fiscal 
Years, 19 7 5-1 9 7 9 .a/
 

ARREARS RATES
 
Land Authority (Branch) 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
 

Cambridge 	 8.7 12.6 13.4 16.5 31.8 

Christina 14.1 14.2 9.1 18.3 18.4 

Claremont 7.9 6.8 6.2 8.8 20.3 

Falmouth 12.2 12.4 11.7 14.9 19.3 

Grange Hill 19.7 2.1.7 16.0 16.3 22.1 

Linstead 24.0 26.0 24.5 23.7 28.7 

Mandeville 3.5 5.2 6.2 18.1 24.7 

May Pen 20.9 21.4 18.9 23.2 25.0 

Morant Bay 19.4 24 8 26.3 16.4 29.3 

Port Antono 26.7 33.6 20.3 31.5 41.5 

Port Maria 12.7 16.7 15.7 19.9 27.1 

Santa Cruz 12.6 13.0 25.6 15.8 23.3 

Yallah Valley 	 19.6 21.7 23.7 31.8 32.1
 

a/ Years 	 ending March 31. 

Source: 	 Computed with data from the Jamaica Development 
Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers' Development 
Program, Audited Financial Statement and 
Supplumentary Information, various years, Kingston, 
Jamaica . 
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that led to the high risk costs and thereby high lending 

costs estimated in this study. The effects of bad debt or
 

loan losses due to default can be devastating through its
 

influence on the total cost of lending.
 

Lee and Baker used a simple, but effective, formula to 

accentuate the debilitating effects of defaults on a loan
 

portfolio [62] They consider lending costs tc, be given by:
 

ic = f + k + r 15.1)
 

where f, k, and r represent cost of funds, administrative
 

costs and risk premium respectively. The risk premium is an
 

ex ante risk cost or the oremiun required to induce the 

lender to lend in the face of risk. They point out that the 

occurrence of a default causes the lender to lose, not only 

the uncollected principal -n(- interest but also, the asso

ciated cost of funds, t, and administrative costs, k 

incurr,-d in having ser~viced those loans that were never 

recovered. Lxpr,,2ssinj the cost figUrfs as percentages of 

the principal loaned, they present the risk premium as: 

d
r =- - (I + f + k) (6.2) 

where d, the default rate, is also expressed in terms of the 

principal loaned. Using a hypothctical f and k of 7 percent 

and 2 percent respectivel , with a default rate o .5 per

cent, they show lending costs to be: 

1c = .07 + .02 + (005 .07 + .02) = 0.0955
I -CO- '0.005 
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This result shows that in addition to itself, the default 

rate added .05 percent of principal loaned to lending costs, 

i.e., the risk premium is greater than the defat'it rate that 

generated it. Increasing the default rate in the above 

example from .5 percent to 5 percent, for example, will add 

5.74 percent to lending costs. This is .74 percent of prin

cipal loaned in addition to the 5 percent itself. Finally, 

they point out that with f and k at 7 percent and 2 percent 

respectively, ic becomes 100 percent o1 the principal loaned 

when d reaches 45.5 percent. 'lhis threshhold value of d 

would have b.n less if t and k were higher than 7 percent 

and 2 perc ent. 

in the case of the SSFDP the average cost of funds and 

administrative cosus were found to be 2.87 percent and 11.47 

percent of loans outstanding resoectively, (Table 10) if we 

use these 1: and k values and enrloy the Lee-Baker formula, 

tht. thc-shhold or "break even" value for the SSFIP would be 

42.8 (.CC2 Lt:. That is, at a cost ol funds of 2.87 percent 

.arld adiinistrativ(_, costs of 1.1.47 peurcent, total lending 

costs will be 100 percent of: loans octstanding when the 

de.au It rate roaches 42.8 pc-rcen': oL loans outstanding. 

Another way o]f interp.;retimig this is that at a 42.8 percent 

rate of delault, the risk preiniium will be 85.7 percent of 

loans outstanding, i.e., the ititt'utioWn would have to 

charge a risk pcemium of 85.7 (double thfc default rate) to 

hreik even. 
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In their conclusion, Lee and Baker point out that, 

"(t)his relationship makes default a destructive factor for 

the I c ider if it reaches any appreciable level" [62] . The 

structure and level of arrears experienced by the SSFDP is 

clearly one that would endanger any loan portfolio and 

result in the high levels of risk cost presented above. 

Considering the destructive effects of the high arrears
 

and default rates on the .SF,5DP portilolio, it is pertinent to 

investigate the probable causes of the delinquencies and
 

related defanllts the? program has experienced. 

Several reasons have been given for the non-repayment 

of loans by farmers. These reasons can be summarized into 

three main causes, namely: 

i) Factors associated with the farirers ability to pay; 

2) Factor,: associated with the farmers willingness to 

pay, and 

3) Factors associated with the ability and 

effectiveness of the lending institution to collect 

due debts. 

The first category, abiLity t) pay, deals mainly with the 

level; and variability in incomes that may result in inade

quate incomes to render the borrower unable to meet his 

contractuaL loan obligations to the institution. Two key 

var iablm:. aI. Lecti,rj the -armet:-s income ire i is output and 

the Pr i IhK e i V<._! Thne out put is atffected by the 

5/ Other tact:ors Lihat ,iy -rm-,-' s andit flec iincome, 

the re2by I1.s dL i ty t),C , Ic- 1.-i, tWf(,l& systems
uiO and
 
prodact iv ty1-t PLrr I, (' 1 V (3st. i.ti- o1 [arm 
prod uce), L! ii,' ( a y J. .n..tir !.ro-)lcmn negatively 
a E fc tt- in i colfl.-s il scm1 C-U it D.-LS 
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vagaries of weather, diseases, and the availability of
 

appropriate technology. Lack of appropriate and profitable
 

technology, for instance, can result in a lower rate of
 

return in agriculture, from which farmers can repay their
 

loans. Natural disasters and diseases can wipe out an
 

entire crop or major parts of it and impair the farmers'
 

ability to repay loans. The output has to he turned into 

income in the market place. Inadequate marketing facilities
 

can impede the income generation process, but most impor

tantly, lower prices, either as a result of government cheap 

food policies, exchange rate overvaluations, inappropriate
 

marketing board price setting policies or inadequate
 

marketing channeLs, leave farmers low incomes from which
 

they can repay their loans. Changing relative prices can
 

also have an effect on farm incomes. If due to inflation,
 

changes in the priccs farmers pay for inputs exceed changes
 

in what they receive for their produce over time, the terms
 

of trade will I:urn against farme rs and a cost squeeze will 

result in farmer incomes declining, impairing the farmers' 

ability to repay loans. 

The wiLlingness to pay is concerned with farmers atti

tudes toward Lepayment. Some farmers oay have the ability
 

to pay and yet not repay loans. The Garmers that fall into
 

this category way regard government funds as grants and not 

.oans tin at shoulId be epaidt. This :Attitude is usually 
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prevalent when you have political interference in the admin

istration of credit programs. It is not uncommon for a
 

borrower to consider loans from a public sector credit
 

program as his payment for supporting a particular political
 

party. Lack of effective sanctions on non-repayment may
 

reinforce arc .ars behavior. When other borrowers see 

defaulting borrowers escape penalties or sanctions, they may 

be tempted to follow suit. 

Arwoher factor in a farmer's wi].lingness to pay may 

deal with the quality of the service he gets from the insti

tution. Disbursement lags and other rationing techniques 

that increase the farmer"s borrowing transaction costs 

(beyond the interest rate) may result in a negative atti

tude towards repayment. Furthermore, if repayment is not 

associated with a strong likelihood of receiving more loans 

in the future (or Lack ot repayment ooesn't compromise one' s 

chances ot getting additional loans), then there is no 

incentive to repay. 

The last cause of no,-repayment, the ability and effec

tiveness of the lending institution to collect, deals with 

the institution's capacity and determination to collect due 

loans. A key factor in the capacity to collect loans is 

adequate statfing and supporting materials and services. 

An ins titut ion may have the st.ll and materials and yet not 

hc able to use these resources atlfectively to contain 

arr.a rs and col lect overde loans, 
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The severe and pervasive arrears that the SSFDP has 

faced cannot be explained by the farmers' ability to pay. 

Marketing problems and an occasional flood, drought or 

hurricane not withstanding, available evidence suggest that 

there were increases in the SSFDP farmers incomes, which 

enhances their ability to pay. The SSWDP's own 

Socio-Economic Evaluations attest to this fact [83, 85, 88, 

911. The 1977 evaluation, for example, concluded that
 

(t)the major findings ef the socio-economic evaluation exer

cise of 1977 serves to reiterate those of its earlier coun

terparts executed in the years 1972 an 1975; in that with
 

few exceptions, beneficiaries had in fact considerably
 

increased over all levels of productuction in terms of
 

volume and value since getting the loan" [88]. This
 

apparently led to "increascs in net income and in overall
 

wealth" [881. The 1980 evaluation also found "a positive
 

impact (of the FSS,'DP) an its beneficiaries" [91]. In its
 

conciLusion, it stated that "marked improvement (was)
 

recorded in terms of production and income over the period
 

reported on." lastly, tho Begashaw study concluded that
 

"(d) sLbutant,Ia increase in farm level resource use, farm
 

production, farm income and net worth were observed on
 

borLowers' farms" and that "the SSFDP's contribution towards
 

tLese increases was found to he hrougih its loan activities"
 

[171.
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In summary, the search for the causes for the poor
 

collection performance of the SSF[DP should focus on the last
 

two categories, i.e., the farmers' willingness to pay on the 

one hand, and the institution's ability and effectiveness to 

collect overiue loans on the other. In r'eference to the 

latter catojocy, the SSU'DP had the capacity to maintain a 

decent arrears picture and collect overdue loans. It has 

had adequate staffinj and is, operationally, decentralized 

with good communications between the thirteen parish offices 

and the central office in Kingston. Th[ie PPOs (branch 

managers) and their staff would appear to have good rapport 

with the farmers. Furthermore, this field staff includes, 

for each branch, a full-time loan recovery officer, whose 

sole job is to collect overdue loans to prevent serious 

delinquencies. It is this function that generated the adni

nistrative cost portion of risk costs in Table 9. It was 

shown earlier that this cost item increased from about .5 

percent of loans citstanding in 1974 to almost 1 percent in 

1980. Despite this irc!ease which, in theory, should dampen 

the aruears situation, just the opposite occurred, i .e., 

arrears were incrtcasin:j continuously over the period. 

The SSF"DP is a suipervised credit program. The func

tional cost analysis presented in Table 14 showed tnat a 

third of the resour-ces available to the ir stitution in 

fiscal 1976 ard V ,80 were devote 7 to supervision and tech-, 

nical assistance. A little more than one quarter of the 
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resources were used in the monitoring and collection of
 

loans. These two functions accounted for almost two-thirds
 

of the operating expenses of the program. The large infu

sion of resources inuo these two functions should not only
 

increase the SSFI)P's capacity to contain delinquencies and 

defaults hut cLso increase the farmers' ability to repay 

through technical assistance.
 

The foregoing suggests that the causes of the delin

quency and default problems of the ,S[SFDP may be due to the 

lack of effectiveness or efficiency, on its part, in using 

scarce resources to contain the problem, and/or the farmers' 

sheer unwillingness to repay. Both of these factors may, in 

tuirn, stem Crow th, . implementation of theinitial design and 


~oguln, anld possibLe political intefrference in the admi

nistrition of the program. By design, the administrative 

and risk costs of the program are norne by the government 

out of budgetary allocations. As part of the agreement 

between the Government of Jamaica and the IDB, the govern

ment is expected to r imbuvrsC the '3SFDP for any loans deemed 

uncollectable, as mentioned( earlier. This escape valve may 

weaken the resolve and accountability of managers of the 

pLogjriI. They may not nav,_ been effective in containir 

arreirs and do [iu.ts hecause., in the end , the government 

covurs al .1 oj)erating exIens.s and uInco1lecta.ble l.ans, and 

riO.}ays the [I)B thI:Loug h other un.ds. In t:his setting, poAi

tical interfe':ence may manif-est itself in the selection of 
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borrowers. Borrowers receiving loans because of party affi

liation, personal connections, etc., may feel less obligated
 

to repay, and a change in government may even harden that 

attitude.
 

Lack of stringent penalties and sanctions against
 

delinquent and] defaulting farmers by the SSFDP may also 

explain this unwillingness to repay. This point bears
 

further elaboration. From its inception to the present the
 

major objective of the program has been to introduce modern 

production methods to small to medium sized farmers through 

long term loans. This emphasis has always been on
 

"targeting" the loans to designa-.ed enterprise type and farm
 

size clients with a specified level of net worth. Evalua

tion of tile alleged impact of the loans on farm output and 

income is almost the sole criterion used by the IDB to judge 

the program's success. Rarely, if ever, has prompt and 

effective loan recovery been highlighted as an important 

indicator of program success. Thus, one would expect less 

attention and concern about rising delinquency and default 

among those responsible for tlhe program. We must trecognize 

tihe obvious tradc-off th-t exists between a viability goal 

that emphasizes tight financial management with low arrears 

and a basic needs goal that emphasizes incre,sed income for 

a targeted group of farmers. One cannot cmiphasize one 

except, to some greater or 1 .ess-, extent, at the expense of 

http:designa-.ed
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the other. In the case of the SSFDP it is clear they empha

sized the latter at the expnse of the former.
 

A further indication of the low ranking given to loan
 

recovery and low arrears is the lack of any sanctions,
 

penalties or disciplinary actions exercised on the SSFDP
 

itself either by the government or by the foreign donor
 

agency, the IDB. Despite the evidence of rising delinquency
 

and defaul.t, the IDB and the government have continued to 

grant new loan tranchas and overhead subsidies through the 

years with a minimum of hassle. In brief, given the low 

priority of loan recovery in the determination of program 

success, and the fact that high arrears do not jeopardize 

continued loans and subsidies from the IDB and the govern

ment, it is not surprising to note the lack of any concerted 

effort to control growing delinquency and the high cost of 

Lending. An ostensible credit projram becomes, in time, a 

hidde- expensivie income transfer program derived from a 

gIrants nentality operatinj both within the donor agency and 

the SSFPDP itself. 

Summary 

In summary, the SSFDIP experienced high levels of 

Lending costs which also increase] substantially from 1974 

to 1980. Risk or defrault costs constituted the major cost 

item with administ rative costs Wing second throughout the 

period. balar ies an] wnges constituted the inain operating 

expense. The high Administrative costs were, in part, a 
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result of relative inefficiency in the operation of the
 

program and, most importantly, because of the nature of the
 

program, i.e., a supervised credit program. Supervision and
 

technical assistance to its farmer clientele accounted for a
 

third of oper-ating expenses.
 

The high risk costs were as a result of farmers' 

unwillingness to honor their contractual obligations and/or 

the ineffectiveness of the SSFDP to collect delinquent 

loans. Both of these point to flaws in the initial design 

and implementation of the program, and possible political 

interference in the administration of the program. 



CHAPTER VII
 

RESULTS ON INSTITUTIONAL VIABILITY,
 
CREDIT RATIONING, AND THE COST FUNCTION
 

This chapter presents the results and analyses of the 

financial viability of the SSFDP and its credit rationing 

behavior. The last section presents the estimated cost 

function of the SSFDP. 

Institutional Viability 

Given the inaQnitude of the lending costs of the SSFDP, 

an obvious and pertinent question is whether or not the 

institution is viable; does the SSFDP generate enough income 

to cover its costs and maintain the real value of its port

folio? The answer is no. Until i977 the SSFDP charged an 

nter-est of 4 percent on loans. Thereafter, it was 

authorized by the governinent to charge 7 percent. Even this 

higher 7 pearcent- rate was below the a(ministrative costs, 

thaft averaged inore t-han 1L pe rcent [Con 1974 to 1980 (Table 

10), and far beLow the overall. ]ending cost which averaged 

between 26 percent and 3.) percent [.-or the same period. 

Table 19, using ffiscal year figures. highlights the 

above point. Colunvt 4 Iprescnts the total interest income of 

the SSI'DP, with op,'tatirig expenst.-s ,,resented in column 6. 
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Table 19. 	 Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Receipts and Expenditure, 1975-1979 
(S Thousand)
 

RECEI PTSb/ 	 EXPENDITUREC/

Yeara/ Principal Interest Income Total
 

On Loans Deposits Total
 
(1) (2) (3) (4=2+3) (5=4+1) (6)
 

1975 639 359 53 412 
 1,051 984
 

1976 732 399 97 496 
 1,228 1,490
 

1977 866 484 205 689 1,555 2,108
 

1978 835 545 172 717 1,552 2,332
 

1979 1,364 675 366 1,041 2,405 2,783
 

a/ Fiscal Year ending March 31 

b/ Does not include amounts received from the government
 

c/ Does not include interest expense 

Source: 	 Jamaica Development Bank, Self Supporting Farmers Development Program,
 
Financial Statement and Supplementary Information, various years,
 
Kingston, Jamaica.
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Comparing columns 4 and 6 reveals that income to the SSFDP 

was below operating expenses for all 5 years, 1975-79. In 

all the years, expenses were more than two times the income, 

and in three of the years (1976, 1977 and 1978) they were at 

least 3 times income. 

It is interesting to note the prominence of income from 

deposits (Column 3) in the interest income figures. It 

accounted for 27 percent of all interest income from 1975 to 

1979, and in 1979 it was more than half of the income from 

loans. Given the low rates that the SSFDP was allowed to 

charge on its loans, and a major part of these loans not 

being repaid, this might have been a deliberate move by the 

managers of the program to enhance SSFDP revenues. Such 

behavior, howevur, defeats the main purpose of the program 

which is, making developmental loans to farmers. 

Column 5 of Table 19 presents total receipts of the 

SSPJP, which is the total inte rest income (column 4) and the 

principai rapayments from farmers.!/ Comparing columns 5 

and 6 brings to light the fact that even total receipts fell 

below operating expenses for al.l the years, with the excep

tion of 1975. ThLis sugJqests that without subsidies, tke 

progzam was not only not geperating enoUgh income to cover 

costs bt also a massivo erosic:n of its capital base was 

naking place. Capital erosion a.d the debilitating effects 

I/ These do not include receipt:s f:romii thlm governiment, 
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of inflation adversely affected the capacity of the SSFDP to 

sustain the purchasing power of its portfolio. 

Government subsidies to the SSPDP to cover operating 

expenses (recurrent expenditure) rose from $760 thousand in 

1974 to $2.7 million in 1978. It dropped slightly to about 

$2 million irn 1980, as shown in Table 20. As high as these 

subsidies were, they were not enough to cover all the 

operating expenses in the various years as they were 

expected to do. Comparing the subsidies in Table 20 with 

the calendar year operating expenses presented earlier in 

Table 11 attests to this fact. In fact, in contravention of 

the original Jesign of the program, the government often 

authorized the administrators cv: the SS "DP to meet the 

diff[erence between the operating expenses and the voted 

subsidies by dipping into the accumulaoted funds of the 

program. This anmd freguent )at les between the government 

and the administuators of the SSFiDP, with respect to ade

quate funding for the operation of the program, in part, 

reflect Lhe government's later dissatLsfaction with the high 

lending costs of the SSIDP and the government's own inabi

lity to support the high costs due to bu dgetary constraints. 

For example, the ,SS I.I)P's reviesd estimated budget for the 

1979/80 fiscal year was $3.21) mil.lion. The government 

allocation was $2.442 miL.1ior and even this vas trimmed to 

$2.188 million by Parlimnent due to "rasource coastraints,' 
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Table 20. 	 Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Subsidies for Operating Expenses (Recurrent 
Expenditure) from the Government of Jamaica, 
1974-1980 ($ Thousand)
 

YEAR _____ SUBSIDY 

1974 760 

1975 1,507 

1976 1,482 

1977 2,078 

1978 2,693 

1979 	 1,373 

1980 	 1,959
 

Source: Unpublished data from the Jamaica Development
 
Rank's Self-Supporting Farmers' Development 
Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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The foregoing leads to the conclusion that the SSFDP is 

not a viable entity given the high levels oW lending cost, 

fixed and low intecest rates, and the apparent reluctance of 

the qovr nment to continue subsidi zing the high costs of the 

program. Given this situation, one would expect the mana

gers of the program to ration credit by non-price means in 

attempt to stem the rising costs, especially the risk or 

default costs. This is the topic of the next section. 

Credit Rationing
 

It was postulated in chapter four that a public sector 

lender, in attempting to reducou the risks and costs in his 

portfolio so as to Limif the grovch of subsidies will engage 

in the following belhavior 

1) Reduce tLhe growth if- the number of loans made, 

2) increase the number and amount of multiple loans to 

established clients, 

3) concentrate the loan pc:ttfolio into larger sized 

loans (where administrative costs ar- less per unit 

of money lent), 

4) shift the new loans into enterprise types that 

reduce risk or .wewr costs, 

5) concentrate the loan portfolio into la rger sized 

farms (where; it is assumed, ricks are less and 

returns morn a
cerWln 
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6) shorten the term structure of Loans (to reduce 

losses associated with inflation), 

7) allocate loans on a regional or branch basis where 

risks and costs are less, and 

8) increase the colLateral demanded (to reduce risk). 

The behavior of the SSFDP with respect to the above, for 

1975 and 1980 is discussed in this section. 

As shown in Table 21, the number of new loans granted 

by the SS'DP and the number of beneficiaries did, in fact, 

deccease from 1975 to L980. The number of loans granted 

declined from over 1,000 to less than 800, while the number
 

of ben,;liciacr es dropped from 860 to 755. This was 

expec ted. The number of nultip le loans also declined from 

24 percent of Loans made in 1975 to a mere 4 percent in
 

1980, contrary to what was postulated. 

Table 22 presents tne loan size distribution. The 

sma Lest 5 parLC, I t W: the number of: Loans accounted for 

percent of valu]e of loan s iL 1975 and .4 percent inthe u 

1980, a decline. The next 20 peccent of the number of
 

Loans' value also dieclined'from 8 perce~n t in 1975 to 5 per

cent in L980. So dil the next 50 percent of the number of 

Loans (41 perLcont of the va.lue of loans in 1975 to 36 per

cunt in 1980). 'he larjest 5 percent, however, increased 

its share of thL. value of loans from 18 percent to 20 per

cent. 'he next 20 pccunt (from thw top) also increased its 

value from 32 per cent n 1975 to 39 percent i-I 1980. Thus, 

I 
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Table 21. Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Loan Commitments and Number of Beneficiaries,
 
1975 and 1980
 

Item 1975 
Year 

1980 

No of Loans (1) 1,070 787 

No of Beneficiaries (2) 860 755 

Multiple Loans 3=1-2) 210 32 

Multiple Loans As 
of No of Loans 

Percent 
(4=3/1) 24.4% 4.2% 

Source: 	 Unpublished data from the Jamaica Development 
Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers' Development 
Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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Table 22 Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Loan-Size Distribution; Percentage Distribution 
of Number of Loans by Value of Loans, 
1975 and 1980 

Percent of Total Value 
No of Loans 1975 1980 CHANGE 

Smallest 5% 1.0 .4 -.6 

Next 20% 8.2 5.0 -3.2 

Next 50% 41.0 35.8 -5.2 

Next 20% 31.8 38.8 7.0 

Largest 5% 18.0 19.8 1.8 

All Ioansa/ 	 100.0 100.0 --

a/ May not add up to 100% due to roundings. 

Source: 	 Computud with unpublished data from the Jamaica 
Developmlent Bank's Self-SuppLr-ting Farmers' 
DevLopment Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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while the smallest 75 percent of the number of loans
 

declined in loan value from 50 percent of total in 1975 to 

41 percent in 1900, the largust 25 percent (of number of. 

loans) increased its loan value from 50 percent to about 59 

percent, indicating a concentration of the loan portfolio
 

into larger izad loans. 

Table 23 presents the changes in the percentage distri

bution of the number and value of loans by enterprise. The
 

picture that emerges out of this table is a mixed one.
 

Since crops are usually more risky enterprises compared to
 

livestock, one wouIld expect a shift towards livestock in the 

portfolio from 1975 to 1980. Livestock loans, however,
 

declined in terms or: share or both number an- value of loans
 

- minus 3 percent an Inn cs 4 peorucent : respectively. Two 

enterprises that wern associated with minimal, risk of 

default were poultry and taoacco. The reason being that the 

farmers' installment payments are usually deducted from a 

marketi.ng s)u rue.. When these fa rmers salIit thei r produce, 

the companies that they are con tract d to deduct from the 

farmers' proceeds and pay the ASIDP the amounts due the 

program. The Jamaica Brc)i.le r Company, tor instance, had 

this arrangement with its cnntract Larmers .;ho borrowed from 

the S.P.
V The contramct i.ng companies al.so provide extension 

and techni.cl ass;istance to their farmers anl, tnere.tore, 

these fia rmer17s do not "need" the 8L ["DP uxtens ion services: a 

potential savinq in cost. One of these enterprises, 

http:techni.cl
http:Brc)i.le
http:marketi.ng
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Table 23. 	 SeIE-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Percentage Distribution of Number and Value of 
Loans by Lnterprise, 1975 and 1980 

No of Loans Value of Loans 

Enterprise 1975 1980 Change 1975 1.980 Change
 

All Livestock 53.6 50.7 -2.9 68.4 64.4 -4.0
 

Cattle 16.0 16.0 0.0 21.7 26.6 4.9 

Poultry 9.2 7.7 -1.5 15.2 9.0 -6.2 

Pigs 13.5 22.2 11.7 15.3 26.3 11.0 

Goats 8.4 .5 -7.9 8.4 .5 -7.9 

Other: Livestoc 6.5 1.3 -5.2 7.8 2.0 -5.8 

All Ctops 46.4 49.3 2.9 31.6 35.6 4.0 

Bananas 19.9 2.7 -17.2 11.9 2.5 -9.4
 

Food Crops 14.0 13.1 -.9 11.6 10.5 -1.1
 

Vegetables 2.3 14.4 12A1 1.2 5.4 4.2
 

Tobacco 0.0 5.7 5.7 0.0 9.6 9.6
 

Other Crops 10.2 13.4 3.2 6.9 7.6 .7 

Source: 	 Computed with unpublished data frow the Jamaica 
Development Bank's Self-Sopporting Farmers' 
Development Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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tobacco, did in fact increase its share of the number of 

loans (by 6 percent) and value of Loans (by 10 percent); 

while the other (poultry) declined by almost 2 percent for 

number of loans and 6 percent f.or value of loans. 

Changes in the percentage distribution of the number 

and value o Loans by [acm-size is presented next in Table 

24. Even though the largest faLrm-size category (those 

greater than 25 acres) gained in hoth numle r n1 value of 

loans (about 2 percent and 7 percent respectively), the 

smallest farm-size group (5 acres or less) gained even more 

- 16 percent and 13 percent of number and value of loans 

respectively. It does not appea r, therefore, that there was 

a concerted eft:fort on t part o: the KSIFDP to concentrate 

the loan portfolio into largeg r size(d farms. This could also 

he a reflection of the government mandatinn the SSFI'IUP to 

lend to the ben'nefi ci.aries o! the gove -nment's Land Lease 

prog ram. The ave rage [arm size oI: the hen I:icia Lss is less 

than 5 acres. At Dcember 1979, the average arable acreage 

of the benef Ici.iaries was less than 2 (acres; [68(1979, p. 

73)1. 

As shown in Tab1,e 25, short terin loans' percentage 

share of number of loans granted, increased from 0 to 61 

percent and of the valIue of loans to 49 percent. Nledium 

and Long term loans' percentage sharcs dec l.ined, however, 

with the Long term loans' decline being the gr:atest - 40 

percent ±n the number of loans and 36 percent in value of: 
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Table 24. Self-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Percentage Distribution of Number and Value of 
Loans by Farm-Size, 1975 and 1980 

-1..... No-- Ok Loans .... Value ol" Loans 

Farm-Size 19-75 ] Ir8-O Chan-ge 1975 1980 Change 

5 Acres or Less 1..5 17.0 15.5 12.5 25.4 12.9 

5.1 to 10 Acres 31.6 28.1 -3.5 24.9 19.7 -5.2 

10.1 to 15 Acre{:s 19.0 13.1 -5.9 18.1 11.5 -6.6 

15.1 to 25 Acres 21.2 13.3 -7.9j 22.2 14.3 -7.9 

Greater Than 16.7 18.5 1.8 22.3 29.1 6.8 
25 Acres 

ALL FARMS 100.0 100.0 M00.0 100.0 

Source: 	 Computed with unpublished data from the Jamaica 
Development Bank's Selt-Suppoutinj Farmers' 
Developjment Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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Table 25. 	 Sel-Supporting Farmers' Development Program: 
Percentage Distribution of Number and Value 
of Loans by Term(-Structure, 1975 and 1980 

Term Structure 1975 
No o f Loans 

1980 Change 
- Va-1ue of 
1975 1980 

L-oans 
Change 

Short Term a 0. 60.5 60.5 0.( 48 .9 48.9 

Medium ']erimb/ 43. 1 23.0 -20.3 36.6 23.4 -13.2 

Longr 1.. l_/ 56.7 lb.5 -40.2 63.4 27.7 -35.7 

ALL LOANS L00.(0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

a/ Short 	 Term < 2 years 

b/ 2 < Medium Yorm < 7 years 

c/ Long Term > 7 years 

Source: 	 C-omputed with unpublished data from the Jamaica 
Development Bank's Self-Supporting l.Fa rmers' 
Development Program, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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loans. This is a clear indication of the shortening of the 

term structure of the loans from 1975 to 1980 as postulated. 

The percentage distribution of the number and value of 

loans by region is presented in Table 26. The regional 

division of the SSFDP was on Land Authority basis in 1975 

and on a Parish basis in 1980. Although there were 13 Land 

Authorities and 13 Parishes, there is not a one to one 

correspondence between the two divisions. Christiana and 

MandevilLe (Land Authorities), for instance, make up 

Manchester Parish; while Grange Hill Land Authority trans

lates, more or less, into the Hanover and Westmoreland 

Parishes. For this reason, no information is presented for 

Christiana, Grange lill and Mandeville for 1980. The Land 

Authorities are arranged in ascending order of better 

arrears pertormance (during the fiscal 1975 to fiscal 1979 

period). Port AnLonio, for example, had the worst arrears 

per Lomance whl.e Cla remuon t had the best performance in 

terms of a r rea rs. T)able 26 reveals that, in spite of this, 

the peccen t.age share of tne value of loans of Claremont 

declined by 2 percent. ['almouth, the next best region with 

respect to acrears, saw its share of number of loans decline 

by 4 percent and its share of value of loans by 3 percent. 

Camhbridge was next in line in better arrears performance and 

it, too, experienced a decline in its share of number and 

value of loans. Eartier iq-, Tale 22, it was shown that the 

importance of bananas declined 17 percent in number of loans 
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Table 26. 	 Self-Supporting Farmers' [evelopment Program:
 
Percentage Distribution of Number and Value of
 
Loans by Region (Land Authority), 1975 and 1980
 

No-fo-nAta-.. - -ans
 

Region 1975T__1980 	 -. 1980 Change
Cnange 	 975 

Port Antonio 11.51 2.3 -9.2 8.1. 2.3 -5.8
 

Linstead 	 9.5 1.2.8 3.3 12.0 12.8 .8
 

YalLahs Valley 3.0 3.6 .6 3.9 2.6 -1.3
 

Morant Bay 2.3 5.4 3.1 2.0 3.1 1.1 

May Pen 8.0 8.5 .5 9.6 10.9 1.3 

Port Naria 6.1 4.4 -1.7 5.5 6.1 .6 

Christiaia 7.1 * - 7.7 * * 

Grange li 1 6.9 * - 6.6 * * 

Santa Cruz 7.2 16.2 9.0 7.2 16.4 9.2 

Cambridge 11.1 5.0 -6.1 9.9 4.1 -5.8 

Mandeville 6.7 k - 6.0 * * 

Falmouth 10.3 6.4 -3.9 10.0 7.2 -2.8
 

Claremont 10.3 12.3 2.0 11.5 9.1 -2.4
 

ALL REGIONS* 00 100.01 1 00.0 100.0 -


TPhere is iut o one t) one co'r:s pond ence be twe en Land 

Authority (1975) nd Parish (1980) regiona] breakdowns. 
In tWWt: I , ('hr -st .lAna, (Wanp Hll-., and Mandevi Lle 
accoilnL(2d or 23~, nad 25;. oI thel numb.e r at! loans and val.1ue 
of loans rsp'ctively in 1980. 

Source : Cooutd with unp ubIished data from tne Jamaica 
Devel nment Bank's SeILf--SuVporting Farmers' 
[evelopncn t Prog raim, Kingston,, Jamaica. 
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and 9 percent in value of loans in the SSFDP portfolio. A
 

probable explanation for this is the extension of c-edit by 

the Banana Goard to the banana growers, and may not have
 

necessarily been a detiberate effort on the part of the 

SSIDP. Poct Antonio is a major banani producing area, 

there iore, the decl. i ne (seen in Table 26) in the share of 

its number of loans (minus 9 percent) and value of loans
 

(minus 6 percent) might not )e a result of its bad arrears 

performance, but rather a reflection of the decline of 

banana Loans in the portfolio, it can he concluded, there

fore, that the SSP.)IP did not allocate loans on a regional
 

basis to minimiz, risk (i.e., del.inquencies and default). 

Intervieows with S;S; . oicLii:als concerning the 

tightening or Loosening of colLate raL r quirements in the 

face of the massive delinquencies and default point to the
 

latter. To support this fact, some of. the officials point
 

to the involve_,int ot the bSS'FDP in lending to itarmers par

ticipating in the government's Land Lease Prog ran. As part 

of this pro:;ram, farmer17s .n- the Char Lemont Development 

Project, for example, were to receive ,SI'IP loans. The 

officials complained about the lack of their involvement in 

the seloction oh the roject.'s farmer participants and the 

minimal contraoL they have on who receives loans. 

The picture that emerges from the foregoing is that, 

either WLrough choice or throumh poli t.ciL pressure from the 

government (and possibly the IDB) or some combination of 
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these factoLs, there was no concerted or consistent effort 

on the part of the SS.DP to rati.,on crcudit by non-price means 

in attempt to reduce the risks and tlhe costs in its port

folio. Given this, it should not he surprising then that 

the SSI1L P saw a rise in costs and subsidies, a rise in 

arrears and, -.; shown below in Table 27, an erosion in the 

real va1lue or pLrChasing power of the port folio over time. 

In real terLms, the portfolio only grew 3 percent from 1974 

to 1980 ($9.7 milLion to $10 mi. llion) and declined by 28 

percent f rom 1977 to 1980. This occurred in the face of a 

large increase in the nomiral. value of tie pot L to io 

Outsta:d ing over this period, from $9.7 million in 1974 to 

almost $26 million in 1980 

Two of the hypotheses tested in this section dealt with 

whether or not the SS.DP reduced number of loans made and/or 

increased its loan sizes, to reduce costs . Tne estimated 

cost function presen ted in the next section sheds some light 

on the validity of these hypotheses. 

Estimated Cost Function 

One of the explanatory variables in the original model 

- R (arrears rate) - was d ropp,.'i :orin the final estimated 

model due to multicolineanity problems,2/ O-dinary least

squares was applied alter logari thmic trans tornation of the 

m:,del. The estimated e Ia. is:aon 

Log C 20.16 + .30(kog NI) - ].51(Log S3) 

+ .64(Log 1q) + 2. 1.4(Loy M) (7.1) 

2/ See equation 5.10, Chapter V. 
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Table 27. 	 Self-Supporting F.armers' Development Program:
Loans Outstanding At End of Year in Const-ant 
Prices, 1974- 198(0 (Thousand $) 

Year Nomfinl R a 

1974 9,739 9,739 

1975 11,764 9,723 

1976 15,782 11,777 

1977 20,912 13,941 

1978 24,939 13,195 

1979 24,437 11,108 

1980 25,618 10,007 

a/ 	 in constant 1974 prices. The implicit GDP Deflator 
(see Append ix A) was used in deflating the current 
fi gu res. 

Sourcu: 	 C.mputed with unpub .1ished data from the 
Jamaica Dav, lopment Bank's Se3.-Supporting 

['acmers' DeveLopmc nL Prog ralm, Ki ngston, 
Jamaica. 
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These paraweter estimates and related statistics are pre

sented in Table 28. As shown in the table, the number of 

loans and materials price index are significant at the 1 

perc nt level while the average size of loans and wage index 

are significant at the 5 percent level. All the variables 

had the expocdte signs. Thu equation explains a substantial 

portion (R2 =.99) of the variation in the dependent 

variable, administrative cost. The overall model is signi

ficant at the L percent level. 

The results lead to the conclusion that the number of 

loans is an appropriate measure of the output: of tLe bank 

(SSFDP) and that increasinj the number of loans increases 

administrative costs. The sign iricance of the factor prices 

(wage index and material.s price index) supports the theory 

that, cet'ris pa rihus, iLcreasing factor prices increases 

costs. The negative co Iicient for the average size of 

loans indicates that, in Oct, costs can he decreased by 

increasing the size of Loans. The results a'lso lend cre

dence to the earlier hypothesis that lenders in attempting 

to contain costs may reduce the nun, r of loans made arid/or 

increase the average size "qf their loans. 

Ave rage and mnarginal costs for specific levels of out

put (number o: loans) can he generated from the total cost 

function (7.1). Divi ding equation (7.1) by the number of 

loans will yield the average cost function (AC): 
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Table 28. Parameter Estimates and Related Statistics 
of the Estimated Cost Function, Self-Supporting 
Farmers' Development Progran, 1974-1980 

Exp[.ana-torcy - Pa -aWete r -£n f - -

Variables Estimaces Error T-Ratio 

Intercept 20. 16 2.62 

Number of Loans (N) .30 .02 16.97*k 

Average Size of: LDans(S) -1.51 .26 5.84* 

Wage Index (W) .64 .21 3.09* 

Materials Price Index(M) 2.14 .25 8.72** 

}{2 .99 

F-Ratio 	 529 .09"* 

* Significant aL 5 percent level 

** Significant at .1 percent level 

Source: 	 Computed with published data from the Jamaica 
Deveoument Bank's Self-Supporting Farmers' 
DevelopmenL Progr-am, Kingston, Jamaica. 
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Log AC = 20.16 - .70(Log N) - 1.51(Log S) + .64(Log W) 

+ 2.14(Log M) (7.2) 

Using geometric means of S, W, and M, the logarithmic values 

of the variables can be placed into equation (7.2) and 

multiplied by their respective parameters. Substituting all 

of the variakles plus the constant in equation (7.2) will 

yield the average cost for the specific level of N. 

Marginal cost Lmnay be estimated from the av,.Lace cost. 

As was shown in equation (5.LI) in Chapter V, this may be 

accomplished by multiplying the parameter estimate for the 

number of loans (.30) by the average cost. It needs to be 

said that this procedure only estimates cost. Althoug h the 

2equation has a high iN , the procedure cannot be expected to 

yield completeLy accurate estimates of costs. Diffe-ences 

in estimated and actual cost may be due, for example, to 

errors in aeasur -ment. Any substantial changes in effi

ciency on the part of management and staff may also be 

responsible for unexplained variation. 



CHAPTER VIII
 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
 

Summary
 

The general objective of this study was to document
 

the lending costs of the Jamaica Development Bank's Self-


Supporting Farmer's Development Progran (SSFDP), assess the
 

financial viability of the program and investigate its cre

dit rationing behavio- in the face of interest rate controls
 

in an inflationary environment. The specific objectives
 

were to: i) identify and measure the main components of the
 

costs of lending to farmers; 2) evaluate the factors
 

influencing these costs; 3) assess the influence of the 

structure and lvel of landing costs on the financial viabi

lity of the credit agency; 4) assess the adequacy of inter

nal information flows for the effective control and
 

management of Lending costs; 5) investigate the existence of
 

credit rationin:j; and 6) estimate a cost function for insti

tutional lending to agriculture.
 

The data used in this study were ootained from the
 

S SFDP. I spent a total of nine months (July 1980-Harch 

1981) inside the Jamaica rL:velopment Bank in Jamaica 

coLlectLng the dat. The priici[: A sources are audited and 

137 
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unaudited financial statements; monthly expenditure state

ments, including individual employee salary expense 

accounts; loan account files, and other records, documents 

and files of the bank. Extensive interviews with bank offi

cials and stnfL were conducted in the central office in 

Kingston ad some of the parish (branch) offices. These 

interviews, a survey of the bank's borrowers in St. 

Catherine, and in formal discussions withi bank staff and 

borrowers were helpful in gaining indepth appreciation of 

the operations of the institution. 

B~y its nature and sco)e, a major part of the study's 

objectives were ,net by the use oIi descr iptive or tabular 

analysis. The cost funct ion was estimated using a 

Cobb-Douglas type ralqress ion modal employing the ordinary 

least squa res (OLK) estimation technique. 

Findings and Conciusions 

The results of the study showed that: the SSFDP 

experienced liqh levels of lending costs which increased 

substantial I y from 1974 to 1910. The total cost of [ending 

ranqel from Whont V percent orL ia a outs andli ng W~ca lmos t 

49 percent for a period average at 26 to 35 percent. Risk 

cost was the major contrih utor to this high cost of lending 

averaging between 12 anl 2G percunt; followed by administra

tive costs (perijo! average of more than 11 percant) and cost 
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of funds; for the entire period. Salaries and wages consti

tuted the main operating expense. The high administrative 

costs were, in part, a result of relative inefficiency in 

the operation of the program and, most importantly, because 

of the nature of the program, i.e., a supervised credit 

program. Slpervision and technical assistance to its farmer 

clientele accounted for a third of the operating expenses of 

the SSFDP. 

The high risk costs were a result of massive and per

vasive delinquency and defaults stemming from the farmers' 

unwillingness to honor their contractual loan obligations, 

and/or the Lnellfactiveness of the SSFDP to collect 

delinquent loans. F'laws in the initial design and implemen

tation of the program, and possible political interference 

in the administration of the prouram contributed to this 

problem. By design, the administrative and risk costs of 

the program are horne by, the Government of Jamaica out of 

budgetary a] l.ocations. As parL oi the agreement between the 

government and the 1nter-American Development Bank (rDB)-

tle lto Te i n ,on,)m: ag en cy of: the progran--the government is 

supposed to ruimburse the SSFI ' for any uncollectable loans. 

This escape valve may have weakened the resolve and accoun

tability (L the manageLs of the program. They may not have 

been effective in con tainLng delinquencies and defaults 

because, in the end, the goverm- t covers all operating 
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expenses (including risk costs) and repays the IDB through 

other funds. 

From its inception the major objective of the program 

has toen to int roduce node r n prodtccLion imethods to small and 

medium si:ed farmers through long term loans. The enphasis 

has alway.s .an ci "targeting" the Loans to designated 

enterprise type and FOorm sLze cilenhts with a specifiled level 

of. not wort-h. Evalutuui.on olf t he a l.cje. ied )mpactoif the loans 

On flarcm onutput and incomeil s ali.ost the sale, cri terion used 

by the IDB to judge the p ograms success. Rarely, if ever, 

has prompt and AL Iecti\,ic loan recovery bce,_,a highl.ighted as 

an important in dcatr ol program snccess. Thus one 'ould 

expect Less ate .nmition and concern about (elirnquency and 

default anmong tliose respoisible for the program. There is 

an obvious trade-of f oetween a viabi, .it-y goal that empha

sizes tight financial. manageaem:t with low arrears and a 

basic needs goal tha t emphas izes inc reased income for a 

targeted griroui)F ,inors (oftfmOe empi, ze excepjt,a - canrot one 

to someJ greater or Lu 5., r ,tOnent, the o fux at expense the 

other. The findings of this study suggest that the SSI,'DP 

emphasizedt the Latter at the expense o.ft- tloer.t:he 

A furtL er ndi cation of. the. [ow r:anking given to loan 

recovery is the Lack of any sanctions, pena].ties or 

disciplinary actions exercisad on tme SSDP itself either by 

the government or the ID, D1Sli J the evide2,nce of rising 

delinquency and defaul.t, the I DB and the governmenL have 
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continued to pass on new loan tranches and overhead sub

sidies through the years with a minimum of hassle. Given 

the low priority of loan recovery in the determination of 

program success, and the fact that substantial arrears do 

not jeopardize continued loans and subsidies from the IDB 

and the government, it is not surprising to note the lack of 

any concerted effort to control growing delinquency and the 

high cost of lending. This ostensible credit program has 

become, in time, an expensive income transfer program 

derived from a grants mentality operating both within the 

donor agency and the SSFDP itself. 

'The hijh cost of Lending found in this study coupled 

with administeL-ed low interest rates and high levels of 

inflation compromised the financial viability and potential 

of the SSFDP. With the cost of lending of the magnitude 

discussed above, the SSFDP was only allowed to charge an 

interest on loans of 4 percent from 1974 to 1977 when it was 

"given peL-mission" to raise its interest rate to 7 percent. 

Income to the $Sl.DP was below its operating expenses for all 

the years studied. in all the years, expenses were more 

chan two times Lhc income, and in three of the years they 

were at least three times this income. Even total receipts 

interest income plus principal repayments) fell below 

operating expenses [or all 
the year-s, except 1975. Without 

subsidies, the program was not only not generating enough 
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income to cover costs but also a massive erosion of its
 

capital base was taking place.
 

Cove rnment subsidies to the SS.'DP to cover operating
 

expenses (recurrent expenditLure) were found to have risen
 

from a mere 760 thousand in 1974 to a remarkably high $2.7
 

million in 19/8. As high as these subsidies were, they were 

not enough to cover all the operating expenses. in fact, in
 

contravention of the or iginaL desig n of the program, the 

government often authorized the administrators of the SSFDP
 

to meet the difference between the operating expenses and 

voted subsidies by dipping into the accumulated funds of the 

prog ram. Th is and L ucequent hattLus between the govermnment 

and the admin,istratorus of the 551'!DP, with reupect to ade

quate funding for the opuration of the program, in part,
 

reflect the goverinime.llt's l.ater dissatisfaction with the high 

lending cosLs oQ. tLe S511W and tue government's own inabi

lity to support the high costs die to budgetary constraints.
 

It was thought Lhat with high costs 0t lending and
 

interest rate cel.ings (restricting the capacity to meet 

those high and rising costs), tle SSF'DP would al.ter the 

growth and composition of its po .tol,io so as to minimize 

its losses and contain the rate olf increases of subsidies 

LIIILiA)Ir .lAy l indiin gsnueded Lo on CL ic Lii unduic.e then. '['lie of 

thii.s Ludy showeI Lhis riot c:ts -
IJ LULa wus the It was 

coctuded tlat either through choice or through political 

pressure from the government (and possibly the IfDB) or some 
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combination of all, there was not a concerted or 
consistent
 

effort on the part of the SSFDP to ration credit by non

price means in attempt to reduce the risks and costs in its
 

portfolio. Given this state of affairs, it is not 
sur

prising that the SSFDP saw a rise in arrears, a rise in
 

costs and subsidies and an erosion in the real value or 

purchasing power of its loan portfolio. It was found that,
 

in real terms, the portfolio only grew by 3 percent from 

1974 to 1980 and declined by 28 percent from 1977 to 1980.
 

This occurred in the face of a large increase in the nominal
 

value of the portfolio outstanding over this period. 

[esults from the estimated cost function confirms the 

influence of salaries and wages on the administrative costs
 

of the program. The importance of inflation in increasing
 

operating ex)enses was also ascertained. Y'he results also
 

lend credence to the earlier hypothesis that lenders in
 

attempting to contain costs may reduce the number of loans
 

made and/or increase the average size of their loans.
 

Even though there existed enough data for a study of 

this kind, my overall assessment is that there is an inade

quacy oif interial information flows for the effective 

control and management of the lending costs of the SSFDP. 

The SS"D1P accounting system was iot structured in a way to
 

allow a functional breakdown of ope-ating expenses 
as was
 

done in this stuiy. Neither was it structured to permit one
 

to det,ermine easil.y arrears on amon.a.ts due, which shows more
 

http:amon.a.ts
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sharply the severity of arrears problems for early detec

tion. A probable reason for this lack of adequate internal 

information flows might be simply because the [DB or the 

government did not requice it. This points again to the low 

priority accorded elfective control of costs and of viabi

lity in tho ",esiqn of the program. 

Finally, somethinj needs to be said about the social 

costs inherent in the operation of the SSI'[DP and other 

supply-leadinj institutions like it. These social costs are 

mainly subsidies from governments. For the SS.DP, these 

include its operati. ng expenses or recurrent expenditure 

since these are met Irom government budgetary allocations, 

and the alounits the yovornflent reiinhtrs-es the progran for 

uncol1ectable loans. The remai,ning subsid ies are those 

implicit in the concessionary inter est paid on loanable 

funds from the jovern;emnt, and the fact that the institution 

does not pay *joverin,_,nt taxes. it qoes without saying that 

these subsidies o , )rimarA.y by the ones thati enjoy 

ceceivQ the under pricudc crtedit fr oimi thes, .institutions. 

Governimet revenues, fru n w-ich these subsidies come,nt 


are mainly from taxes. Most LECs have a regressive tax 

structure since they usually do not have an efficient tax 

system and are , tceref ore, -orcedby convenience to rely 

heavily on indirect taxes and/or intLationa ry Iinancing. 

The indirect ta::as may include low prices paid primary pro

ducers by commodity boards, import o-nd export duties, and 
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excise taxes. The incidence of this regressive tax struc

ture is onerous on the poor since they pay proportionately 

more of their incomes than the rich in such a tax system. 

This has equity implications since the dirct beneficiaries 

of the subsidies are probably better off than the people 

bearing the majority of the taxes. 

Implications and Recommendations 

The main thrust of the recommedations of this study 

concerns the long run viahility and growth of the SSiFDP. To 

ensure the viability and growth of the SSI"DP would require 

interest rate revaluation and drastic decreases in the cost 

of lending, especia .ly the risk cost. Actions are obviously 

needed on both fronts, but cost reductions come first since 

there will not he a realistic interest rate when default 

costs are as overwhelming as they have been. Recovery and 

other Lending costs are unnecessary and socially wasteful 

when the degree of defaul.t efectively converts the credit 

program into an income tcansfer program. 

Any realistic attempt to reduce the excessive delin

quencies and defaul ts from the SS.'DP portfolio should 

incl.ud e f:reeing the ploraim of! possi le political inter

ferenc,: and epha sizinq the resolve ,-nd accountability of 

the admLn istrators of! the p)r.oj rain to deal with the problem. 

This wiLL ruqui r. makirg the aor-,ma complete inanci al 

.nsti.tution al not the :retail outlet for credit that it has 
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been. The solution here is the mobilization of domestic 

savings by the S[DP. This will reduce :its reliance on the 

government (and the IDL) as a sour'>J of its l.iabilities andI] 

reduce the infIluernce of the government on its credit opera

tions. SyavinIgs mobiti zation can be helpful in other ways. 

If prosl)ec . ,, orrowurs are savers al: the instilutiton., the 

institution can cut down on information cost since it will 

have some:: info r7ma t ion on the borrtowoer; in formija tion that 

might help make better loan appraisals. Borrowers' attitude 

towards repayment may be difecent when they are dealing 

with a depository ni.nci, I. instLtitioU . 'hy may be less 

likely to def[ault i.A1 they know they, or others in their coin

munity, have their savinis in Lh, hank. Consistent with 

this idea of autonomy Lu: the S,;")P may be a policy to phase 

out the practice of pay i g or tuLe program's expend itLures 

out of voted badgeta ry allocations. Some subsidy may, 

however, be required in the early staqes of such a policy 

while the institution gets back on its Let. 

Further savings in cost can be achieVed by cutting down 

on the pe rsonneli involved in the operation of the SSPDP, 

given the excess capacity and the i.mpact oA sal aries on 

operating expense Mound in the study. A key cand idate for 

such .aieutn ight he in the supervision and L. chnlica] 

assistance area. Despite the massive amount of resources 

expended in this area, the arrea:s problem of the program 

worsened. Some of the SSFDP farmers were tound to be 
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receiving technical assistance from contract buyers of their
 

produce and might thiereftore not need SS'DP technical assis

tance. For those nededing this ser-Vice, the Ministry of
 

Agriculture extension ag,.nts can be drawn upon here. until 

May 1975 Mini.:stry o1f tLtir re [orthe AglrictL. was ~sjonsibleI the 

extension service needs of the farmne::s. It night b: prudent 

to return this function to the Ministry ol Agriculture. 

Given the low level of interest the SS[FDP is allowed to 

charge its cnstomers, it might consider having the borrowers 

pay for stamp duty, rag istration feces, and service fees. 

Even though these might not be that much for the individual 

borrower, they add up for the institution. Another area 

thlat sloil b red t:he of onNo c's;i.d is charging interest 

a.rreacs on dIelinqu.ent loans. 

it is only when unjustifiable costs like excessive 

defauits hav, been curt_-iiLed tlat a realistic interest rate 

can be charged. This calls for a flexible interest rate 

policy. The intecrest ra te should cover the cost of funds, 

administrative costs and a reasonabl.e risk prenium. A 

fourth factor in the interest rate revaluation should be a 

premium to stin the erosion of: the portfolio due to infla

tion. [his might he problema:tic given the high levels of 

inflation exper ienced in Jamaica ir recent years. [nterest 

r/it,.s ho-j, on these fct<ors s ]l id rot; only make the SF.'I)P 

v u.ble and growth oriented butL re'.iuc- its dpendenc. on 
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government subsidies and free iL frorn political inter-, 

ference. 

Finally, the SSFDP shou].d structur:e the accounting pro

cedure to allow a functional breakdown of administrative 

cosLs, and to perm it easy determination of arrears on 

amounts due. Future evaluation of program performance or 

success should include prompt and effective loan recovery 

and overall financial viability.
 

In conclusion, tor the SS[DP, and other "supply 

leading" institutions like it, to contribute to agricultural
 

a I rural development, they have to remain financial.ly 

viable. This will require refI7orms in the design and imple

mentation of thLuse p:oqrams. 'Theso r forms should include 

interest ratece I(orms that wil . al.low these instit:utions to 

charge flexihle nominal in erest rates that are generally 

positive in real1 terms, and also reflect the scarcity of 

capital in LIs. Critical to this reform is the necessity 

to make these programs colmplete institutiions that will pay 

realistic interest on deposits to mobilize domestic savings. 

Need For lurther Rlesearch 

Cost studies are useful if they provide managers data 

from which they can estimate the marginal coFt of specific 

activities. * ue t, 2.a ca limitations the present study could 

not deoI.ve enough into this issue. F'utur rescacrch shou].d 

address this impor tant issue , and, attempt to test for the 

http:financial.ly
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existence of economies of scale in rural financial institu

tions lending to agriculture. 

The importance of internal information flows for the 

effective control and management of lending costs was raised 

in this study. Such information will not be free. Research 

is needed to delve moi.e into the nature of the information 

needed, and especially their costs relative to the benefits. 



Appendix A: 	 Exchange Rates and The Implicit GDP
 
Deflator, Jamaica, 1974-1980
 

Year 	 Exchange Rate ($J/US$) GDP Deflator 

1974 .909 	 i00 

1975 .909 	 121
 

1976 .909 	 134
 

1977 .909 	 150
 

1978 1.597 	 189
 

1979 i.786 	 220
 

1980 1.786 	 256
 

Source: National Planning Agency, Jamaica, Economic and 
Social Survey, (Kingston, Jamaica, 1979) ; and 
Depautment of Statistics, Jamaica, National Income 
and Product, 	 (Kingston, Jamaica, 19810). 

.1.50
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